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ABSTRACT

This is a master thesis project within Industrial Design which has been developed by Seaus, a group of three students from the Aalborg
University.
The project deals with the development of a new solution for the commercial fishing industry using creels. A field in which the
problematic of the lost or entangled gear it's an evidence, which with time becomes marine litter and thereby, generates ghost fishing
by continuously killing marine species. This problem occurs due to the entanglement of creels lines into the seabed or due to propeller
cut-off of the buoys which signalize the creels in the sea surface. Current solutions make barely impossible to retrieve this lost gear
from the deep seas, so, Seaus wanted to provide a new solution to solve this.
The solution is "Tau", a device which permits fishermen a second chance for retrieval of lost or entangled creels. This device would be
placed on the existing creel configurations and would detach the entangled lines and deploy to the sea surface to permit the retrieval
for the fishermen. The result of it would permit to reduce fishermen expenses in case of lost creels and, furthermore, it would prevent
the risk of marine litter and ghost fishing at the seas.
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seaus
Seaus is a passionate team who are working for innovative solutions within the fishing industry. We need to care more about the sea
to ensure a healthy life in the future, to take care of the environment that protects us and to think one more time before we use the
biggest resource in the earth, that is what Seaus is about.
Our goal is to minimize the risk of ghost fishing and to reduce the amount of marine litter, by developing a product that functions
as an add-on for creel fishing within the commercial fishing industry. The goal of this product is to provide a second chance for the
fishermen to retrieve their lost fishing gear.
It is a small step in the fight against marine litter, but it is the right direction to make the world a better place.
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READING GUIDE
For the right reading and understanding of the master thesis
projects it's recommended to read the reports in the suggested
order below:
1. Product report.
2. Process report with Appendix next to it: To follow the different
documentation needed while reading the process report.
3. Technical drawings
For the referencing it has been used the Harvard APA 6th as a
source citation method.

// OUTCOME
Throughout the development of the project, there
has been observed different findings from interviews
and new learning. Form these, the group has extracted the most crucial ones which had permitted to continue exploring and defining the project. These will
be shown along with the process report in an orange
box with the title of "Outcome". Furthermore, all the
elements with orange color will refer to crucial insights or findings considered.

INTRODUCTION
Marine litter has become more and more popular over the years as it has become a raising environmental problem worldwide. Most
people it’s not aware of this problem, but organizations are starting to take action against it and trying to spread this awareness to the
worldwide population. Most of these organizations are NGOs (Non-governmental organizations) and are based on volunteers. These
organizations do not have enough resources to face and solve the whole problem. Instead, these take action mostly in coastal areas,
but, when the marine litter it’s still at the sea, the problem increases as there’s no one taking care of it.
This problematic has different sources, but, multiple reports show that the fishing industry it’s one of the main responsible of it and
especially in Scandinavia. As an example, 50% of the marine litter found in the coasts of Denmark, Norway, and Sweden comes from
lost or discarded fishing gear. (Nordic coastal clean-up report,2017). This data and the rise of awareness to take action against marine
litter has forced governmental organizations in the EU to react. At the present time, the goal of the European Commission it’s to reduce
up to the 30 % of marine litter in the EU seas by 2022 and, thereby, new regulations are being implemented for it. (Our oceans seas
and coasts, 2018)
In the fishing Industry, there are different techniques which contribute more than others to the problem of marine litter. Between
them, it has been reported that the fishing techniques used for fishing crabs and lobsters are one of the main marine litter contributors in the deep waters of the sea.
The main technique used for it is the “Creel fishing” which consist of the use of creels in the sea bottom which is temporally collected
and replaced during the crabs and lobsters fishing season. The use of this technique has been reported to grow along the next years
as the technique which competes with it, the “bottom trawlers”, are being criticized for continuously destroying the sea floor and also
more risks. Moreover, after the new EU regulations, this technique has been affected and, therefore the use of it has been reduced and
replaced by the “Creel fishing” technique. But, there is also a downside using the “Creel fishing” technique, since the creels easily can
get lost in its process. As an example, fishermen in Norway using this technique can loss up to the 10-30% of their creels each year,
which is 30.000 lost creel yearly. And, the main problem appears when fishermen are not able to pick up them. (Remove lost and
abandoned fishing gear, 2015)
These creels remain in the water creating marine litter until someone reaches them and retrieves the and also produce a problem
called “ghost fishing”, which it’s based on the continuous catch of species and the death of them after time.
Right now, the main solution appears thanks to NGOs which tries to pick these after the fishing season, even though, the solution is
still far from being able to get all these lost creels in the sea bottom due to the depth of these waters, which can reach up to 150m depth,
and the complexity to pick up them.
Therefore the focus of this master thesis addresses the development of a product to prevent from the start the problem of marine litter
that comes from the fishing industry fishing with creels in the Scandinavian seas by offering the fishermen a second chance to retrieve
their creels in case of the loss and therefore preventing the ghost fishing in these areas.
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PROCESS APPROACH
During the process there had been used different approaches which had helped the group to develop the Seaus product. Below
there's an overview of the main design approaches the team have used along the process.

DESIGN THINKING
The Design Thinking methodology (ICED Design Thinking A
paradigm) is the approach utilized in the process of this project,
that have brought insights, regarding human behavior within
the fishing industry, to a desirable product solution. This
approach has permitted the group to bring together what was
desirable from the fishermen perspective with what is technologically feasible for the product and economically viable to
create a business upon it.

CONVERGENT & DIVERGENT THINKING
Along the process, there had been different divergent and convergent thinking. This lead from opening the solution space generating new ideas to afterward frame and define all these different findings. As an example, in the research face, the group had
different directions to discover at the starting point. These were
finally framed to have a defined focus to dive into.

ITERATIVE DESIGN
Through the product development, there has been an iterative
process in where first ideas had been continuously refined based
on new findings. As an example, By using the build, measure,
learn the team has continuously iterated from first ideas in order
to find the best possible solution.
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prephase

1.0

This section provides an overview of the background that
has been researched to provide the foundation of this
project.
In this section, it will be explained the marine littering
problem, the impacts of it and the stakeholders involved
into it. Moreover, the impacts of the fishing industry will
be unfolded, and it will be explained the problem of the
creel fishing technique.

// OUTCOME
This pre-phase gave the team the needed insights to
build a solid foundation for the project and permitted
to tame the core problem for further work.
// NEXT
Once the team had the needed information to frame
the problem and to have a more defined focus, the next
step was to dive into it in order to find the best solution
space in which the team could investigate.

SECTION //

1.1 MARINE LITTER
WHAT?
Over the years the oceans have been filled
with items that not belong there. Huge
amounts of plastics, metals, rubber, paper, textiles, fishing gear, vessels, and other lost or discarded items enter the ocean
every day.
This problem’s known as Marine Litter or
Marine debris which has been defined by
the UN as “any solid material discarded,
disposed of or abandoned in the marine
and coastal environment” (Marine litter,
2019) and has become one of the most
crucial pollution problems which are
facing the world’s ocean nowadays. As an
example, it is estimated by the European
Commission that more than 150 million
tonnes of plastics have been accumulated in the world’s oceans until now (Our
oceans, seas and coasts, 2018). Furthermore, every year millions of tonnes of litter end up in the ocean worldwide creating different impacts.

Img. - Marine litter seawater

IMPACTS
Marine litter might end up in many different places such as beaches, deep sea floor, and sea surface. This creates different problems
which had been categorized by the European Commission in three main categories: Ecologic, Economic and Social Impacts.

ECOLOGIC

ECONOMICAL

SOCIAL

The ecological impact, it’s one of the
main impacts due to the difficulty of
controlling the marine litter problem all
over the world. This impact, refers to the
effect of the marine litter into the ocean’s
ecosystem and its animal species. (Marine litter impacts on coastal and benthic
habitats, 2016)

When marine litter ends up in deep
sea or offshore, can be unreported and
might stay there for years. This can cause
economic problems by damaging vessels
or affecting the fishery industry in their
products (catch).
But, on the other hand a huge part of this
litter can end up in the coastlines. This
generates cleaning costs for municipalities. For example, it was stated by
the European Commission that the cost
across EU for coastal and beach cleaning
was assessed at almost €630 million per
year. Moreover, this affects the tourism of
the regions. (Our oceans, seas and coasts,
2018)

The Social impact which is mainly based
on the reduction in aesthetic value and
the public safety in local communities
where this litter ends up. Furthermore,
it affects seafood due to micro-plastics,
which get into the seafood and to humans afterward.

“Just because you don’t see it
doesn’t mean it isn’t there”
European commission
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STAKEHOLDERS INVOLVED
There are four main types of stakeholders involved in the marine
litter problematic: non-governmental organizations, Industries,
public authorities, and the general public.
NGO’s:
Marine Litter prevention in NGOs works mainly to do something
against the problem, but also about trying to raising awareness.

INDUSTRIES:
Industries have an interest in the marine litter as it can be an
innovative way to create value to their brands. Different big companies which have already used the marine litter on their products in order to grow their product values for their customers. An
example of it could be Adidas, which used recycled nets to use in
their products. (Adidas Parley, 2018)They often collaborate with
NGOs via their national trade associations.

Img. - Adidas / Parley recycled shoes component

Img. - Marine litter seawater

MUNICIPALITIES:

SOCIETY:

One of the responsibilities of public authorities is to collect
waste and prevent litter. In order to face these responsibilities,
most municipalities opt for cost-effective ways to reach their
overall objectives.

The problem of litter concerns us all and we are all responsible.
As well as being the source of the problem, the society can also be
part of the solution but the key for it is to have the other stakeholders to help to achieve this.

PROBLEM EXPLORATION
The team at the first stage started to investigate a way to face the problem of coastal marine litter. This, lead the group to arrange different interviews with the main stakeholders involved in the problem.
The team contacted different companies working into this field (Appendix _,_,_). One of them was Kimo Denmark, a company whose
goal is to prevent pollution of the seas and coastal waters of North Western Europe (Kimo, 2019) and represents also the Danish municipalities within the area of interest (coastal municipalities). Through an interview with a member of Kimo (Appendix ___), we got
insight from the overall problem of marine littering to the costs for municipalities. This interview allowed the group to gather different contacts to explore more into the topic. The group also contacted with different municipalities (Appendix _, _, _) and arranged a
meeting with Steen Heftholm, from Frederikshavn (Appendix ___), in which we had the opportunity to talk about different business
aspects in which municipalities take part regarding coastal marine litter. This permitted the team the perspective from the municipalities and the difficulty of finding a business case regarding this topic.
Later on, the group visited the west coast Denmark, one of the main locations were marine litter ends up in Denmark. There, we interviewed Jens from Strandet company (appendix ___), a company which created a business case by collecting marine litter and partnering with other companies. This gave the team a business case based on this topic and the benefits and drawbacks of it.
During this visit, the group also had an interview with the responsible of the beaches in Hjørring municipality (Appendix ___) who
presented their main problems and the working process they do to maintain beaches clean. It was found that in Hjørring municipality
was only focusing on picking up marine waste in flat terrain (beach). The waste which ended up in the uneven terrain (sand dunes)
was not being picked up.
These interviews and findings lead the group to consider to focus our solution space to provide a solution to this problem with a new
product to be implemented by municipalities to facilitate the collection of litter or to stop the marine littering from entering into un-

PREPHASE //

even terrains. Therefore, the group did an activity based on collecting trash from two different areas, one in a flat area and the other
one in an uneven terrain area. (A08) in which it was found that in uneven terrains there was a big amount of litter as well.

Img. Collection in uneven terrain

For this activity in Tversted, the team collected waste in order
to get the experience of it and be able to sort it and compare our
findings between two different areas (flat area and uneven terrain area) and with existing data from Kimo Denmark and the
European Commission.
The group clustered the waste and found that the collected litter
could be categorized in different sources of marine litter and in
different sizes or weights which lead the group to have different
considerations, as for example, we figured out that lightweight
litter is more likely to float or be moved by the wind which is why
this type of litter it’s more often moved into uneven terrains.

Moreover, by the interview (Appendix ___) done, we figured out
that the municipality main coping strategies to clean up the
coastlines were based on providing volunteers with pickup tools,
plastic bags, and sorting containers and to do cleanups once a
week by the department from the municipality. Furthermore,
when there was a lot of litter on the coast due to storms and
wind, the municipality often was hiring companies with special
machines to facilitate this process (Ole MikkelsenA/S).

Img. - Clustering Marine litter from west coast Denmark

So, after this field study and the interview, the group figured out
that, even though the high yearly cost of an average of 7,2 million
DKK for Danish municipalities to clean up coastlines (A07), the
possibilities to implement a product into this field to facilitate to
facing the problem would be difficult due to the already existing
solutions and as well for the business case to make possible the
implementation for municipalities.
But, this activity leads us to consider to research deeper into the
different sources of marine litter and to look to the problem from
another perspective. This leads us to have a working metaphor,
which was mainly based instead of trying to find the solution to
the existing problem, to find a solution to eliminate the problem.

“If the pipe it’s leaking, first cut the water to
solve the problem instead of continuously
cleaning the leaking water”
- Seaus team

// OUTCOME

•

A business case into this fild would need to be
reconsidered after all the findings.

•

These findings lead the group to dive into the
causes and the main sources of the marine litter.
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SOURCES
Ocean pollution it’s a problem that affect everyone across the
globe. When looking into the sources of his problem, one of the
most common categorizations and the one that the team has
research based on its the division between sea-based and landbased sources. On the one hand sea-based origin relates to litter
that is directly (accidentally or purposely) released into the
sea. On the other hand land-based sources come from activities
which cause littering directly on the coast. (Identifying Sources
of Marine Litter, 2016)
According to the UN Environment program, about 80% of
marine litter originates from land. (Our oceans, our seas and
coasts, 2018) But, it has been found that sea-based sources
are more critical in determined regions. As an example, in the
northern seas there are different currents which bring litter
from the Atlantic and Baltic sea into Norway and Denmark
which makes this problem to be highly considered with new
solutions into this areas.

Img. - Marine litter currents in the northern seas

The team had a brainstorm session in order to explore on the sources of marine littering (A10). The sources were also divided into
sea based & land based sources.

Sewerage

Packaging

Under developed countries is where
a lot of the trash, we see in the
ocean, comes from.		
Under-developed
countries

Tourism

Rivers

Sources of
marine littering

LAND BASED

The fishery industry generates litter which ends
up in the coastlines

SEA BASED

Fisheries
Industry

Cargo
boats

Recreative
boats

Harbours

Trash ends up in the harbors, which
needs to be removed. Some harbors
is owned by private companies.

Cruise

Img. - Marine litter sources

The main goal of this brainstorm was to find most relevant sources of marine litter to research on and to find a solution to implement. Finally, after the discussion of the different sources the team decided to explore into three areas; Fishing industry, Harbor
cleaning & under-developed countries (with focus on waste management). These were selected due to the group found these offered
more possibilities to work with than the other ones.
After researching in this three areas the group found the fishing industry as the right source to investigate upon as it was one of the
main sources of marine litter in Scandinavia. The team found that it’s a field which has not changed a lot or been improved with new
equipment during the last years and there’s a demand for new advances on it. So, the team wanted to put an effort to face marine
littering which this field generates and from which gets affected.

PREPHASE //

1.2 FISHING INDUSTRY
In order to explore into this industry, the group unfolded the main sources of litter into this field. Afterwards, the group differentiated
the different type of purpose for fishing that can be found and the most harmful fishing activities which lead to generating marine
litter into this field. This was made as a way to open the exploration space and to find the main focus of the problem.

45% coastal litter in DK
comes from ﬁsheries

Sewerage

Packaging

Under-developed
countries

27% of beach litter in
the EU comes from
ﬁshing gear

Tourism

Rivers

Sources of
marine littering

LAND BASED

SEA BASED

Vessels
equipment

Cargo
boats

Fisheries
Industry

Recreative
boats

Harbours
Cruise

Lost & discarded
fishing gear

Fisherman
equipment

Consumer
products

Img. - Marine litter sources & Fishing industry

FISHING PURPOSE
The impacts of the fishing industry could come from different sources, so that, the group anted to differentiate these depending on the
fishing purpose as these lead to different type gear, equipment and goals.

RECREATIONAL FISHING

FISHING FOR COMPETITIONS

COMMERCIAL FISHING

A recreational angler may practice catch
and release fishing, fish for food or simply fish as a form of entertainment. This
fishing purpose does not involve any
profit or award.

This type of fishing has the main purpose
of earning an award or reward. Generally, more advanced fishing line types and
uses are required for this type of fishing
compared to recreational fishers.

Use of fishing methods that allow to
catch large amounts of fish which is sold
for a profit. Commercial fishing licenses
are required for those who are fishing for
profit.
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HARMFUL ACTIVITIES
Once the team had decided to focus on the fishing industry and
after knowing the different types of fishing purposes and methods, the group explored which were the main impacts of these
activities.
With this exploration, it was found that all these fishing methods can have different impacts into the sea life in different ways
which are mainly based into destroying the sea environment,
killing species, catching unwanted species or by generating litter
into the seas with lost or discarded gear.
All these activities had been unfolded in order to find a solution
and so that, explore as much as possible the solution space of this
field.

BOTTOM TRAWLING

“As demand for fisheries products for the
next years, technology must play a crucial
role in helping fisheries to fish in a sustainable way.”
- International Food Policy Research Institute
and World Fish Center

GHOST FISHING

Img. - Bottom trawling destroying the sea floor

Img. - Ghost fishing on a lost or discarded creel filled of dead crabs

It’s a technique used in commercial fishing which is based on
fishing in the bottom of the sea floor by pulling a fishing net
along the sea bottom behind trawlers. This practice destroys the
sea floor marine habitats. it can remove up to 25% of seabed life
on a single run.

Ghost fishing impact it’s the main impact which is generated
from lost & discarded fishing gear. When fishing gear become
lost or forgotten these continue to fish animals all the time killing species if this lost aren’t reported and retrieved from water.

BYCATCH

LOST & DISCARDED FISHING GEAR

Img. - Entangled turttle with fishing gear

Img. - Discarded or lost net in the sea water

Bycatch refers to the fish, seafood and other animals that are
not targeted by fisheries but are accidentally caught by different
fishing methods (commonly gillnets and bottom trawls).

All kind of gear used by fisheries which are discarded or lost. Recent research has shown that fishing litter such as nets, buoys,
and lines, accounts for a majority of debris found in the oceans.

PREPHASE //

FINDINGS
After looking into the different fishing purposes and taking into
account the harmful activities, it has been found that besides
all fishing sectors contribute to generating marine litter in the
ocean the one which generates the most are the commercial fisheries and this are mainly caused by lost & discarded gear.
By this point, the group wanted to explore into the lost and discarded gear as it was the main source of it in the fishery industry.
So that, apart from doing desktop research upon this topic we
had different interviews with people working with the same field.
The group contacted on the one hand with Gjermund Langedal
and Bård Aarbakke from the Norwegian fishing agency and we
got overall insights about the problem caused by the lost or
abandoned gear, specially in Norway.
On the other hand we also contacted Rikke Frandsen, PhD scientist from DTU Aqua working on the same field which gave us
evidence and a greater understanding of the problem about that
the marine litter contribution from the fishing industry in Denmark (lost fishing gear, pieces of fishing net and strings, polystyrene boxes and more) but also the knowledge about that marine
litter from other countries also ends up in the Danish coasts. As
an example, it was mentioned that fishing gear used in Holland
it’s commonly ending up in the Danish coasts (A05).

Img. - Dolly rope (orange rope from Holland)

//OUTCOME
The group observed that the scope was still too broad and
so, there was a need to dive in the problem of lost and discarded gear and to find which specific commercial fishing
technique to create a solution for to avoid this problem.

20% of EU ﬁshing gear gets lost or
discarded at the sea, worldwide
that’s 640.000 tones each year
Vessels
equipment

Fisheries
Industry
Buoys

Lost ﬁshing
gear

Fishing lines

Consumer
products

Fisherman
equipment

Fishing
nets

Img. - Lost and discarded gear in the fishing industry

Traps
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1.3 LOST & DISCARDED FISHING GEAR
At this point, the group started to investigate into the lost or discarded gear and how big was this problem and the team got different
findings. One of the focus we had were into the reasons of why this gear was getting lost or discarded. In the following illustration it
can be observed the different reasons of it:

Bad weather conditions

Poor or no access to disposal or recycling
facilities

Catch overload

Illegal or unregulated fishing activities

Stuck on the bottom

Propeller cut-off

Fishery conflicts or vandalism

Poor gear maintenance

High cost of retrieval

Ill. - Lost or discarded gear reasons

“27% of all fishing gear
gets lost or discarded at
the sea ,worldwide it’s
640.000 tons each year”

“Abandoned gear is one
of the more problematic
components of marine
litter”

1000 ghost nets were

EU Comission

Food and Agriculture Organization of
the united nations (FAO)

SwAM (Swedish agency for marine
and water management)

actively fishing in the
Baltic sea in 2017

FIRST IDEATION
Once we had explored the main causes and the evidence of the
lost or discarded gear problem coming from the fisheries industry we did an ideation round (A12) to get an understanding of the
solution space and explore new ideas or principles that might
help in the given scenario.
For it, we generated different ideas which were divided into preact, In-act and After-act solutions. This activity leads the group
to find different questions we needed to answer in order to continue with our research.
Img. - pre-act idea

PREPHASE //

Img. - After-act idea

Img. - In-act idea

After this activity we visited the context again, for it, the group went to Thisted harbor and had an observation of the context and the
boats with the different gear equipment these fisheries commonly use. (Appendix ___) This visit was mainly done to get inspiration
and get ideas to work with afterward.

Img. - Fishing vessel in Thisted harbour

Img. - Fishing vessel in Thisted harbour

//OUTCOME

•

The initial ideation provided the team with several
questions and a need to dive more to scope down the
solution space.

•

The trip to Thisted permitted to understand more
the context and to see different possibilities for further exploration, (A14)
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1.4 FISHING WITH CREELS
During the time the group were continuously re-thinking ideas to solve the problem of lost and discarded gear, the group were still
doing desktop research and interviews with people knowing about the field.
From the desktop research on the lost and discarded gear, we
found that, the main problem of the lost gear is not just the gear
that reaches the coast and therefore, creates coastal marine litter.
The problem comes when this gear end up in the sea bed without
being reported. And, one of the main causes of that are the lost
creels from the fishing with creels technique.

Fishermen lose anywhere from 1030% of their creels per year
(Remove lost and abandoned fishing gear, 2015)

30.000 creels gets lost per year and
remain underwater without been
reported
SwAM (Swedish agency for marine
and water management)

Img. - Ghost fishing on a lost or discarded creel filled of dead crabs

Furthermore, it has been observed that the cause of the lost of these creels mostly occur due to propeller cut-off and entanglements in
the seabed which makes fishermen to not been able to retrieve from there. These loses are not always reported or are just impossible
to be retrieved due to the water depth them are. This creates different problems:

Lost creels

Ghost fishing

If creels get lost, these
continue fishing and
killing species until these
break after a lot of years.

Marine litter

Creels stays in the sea
floor, which means that
hadn't been reported or
there’s no way to retrieve
them.

Economic
impact

Fishermen lose money
by losing their creels and
having to buy new ones
impacting on their yearly
profits.

Illustration. - Impacts of fishing with creels
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After the group found a gap to solve in this field, contacted again
with Rikke Fransen, to know more about this problem and to
have the evidence of it. (A05).

"30.000 lost creels each year in

Norway sounds realistic, because it is
a big problem and not only in Norway
but in the whole world. As it is now, the
fishermen can't do anything about it"
Rikke Fransen, DTU Aqua

From this second interview, we had good insights about the
evidence of the problem in Scandinavia, and the need to find a
solution for it due to the increase of the use of the fishing with
creels technique. Rikke mentioned that fishing for crabs and
lobster with creels it's one technique used, but, it's not the most
efficient one always. For example, in Denmark, it's more common
to use bottom trawlers due to the flat sea-floor. But, on the other
hand, in Norway and Sweden, there's more uneven terrain, and
so, more lobsters and crabs are them are more used to be in these

uneven environments. This means that bottom trawlers are not
commonly used there, instead, it's used the creels fishing method.
About the difference between these two techniques, Rikke mentioned that even fishing with creels still have a negative impact
on the marine environment, it's more environmental friendly
than bottom trawlers. About trawlers, Rikke mentions that nearly 40% of the catch with trawlers is miss-catch and also that it
destroys the sea-floor.
Finally Rikke gave the insight which would generate more value to buy our product, which is that even the lost of creels is a
problem that you find in Norway, Sweden and other countries,
the use of this technique will increase in Denmark in the future
since Denmark is looking into new and more friendly environmental ways of fishing.

//OUTCOME
All these new findings and the evidence from the existing
problem of fishing with creels with none existing solution,
made the group to create a new product to stop it.

EU ACTION AGAINST THE PROBLEM
The group also investigated into the upcoming regulations and found that the European commission was already trying to take action
against the problem of marine litter. So that, fisheries are starting to get new regulations they need to follow for the upcoming years.
Furthermore, the European commission it's putting attention to new improvements in this field to face the marine litter problem.

Attract innovation
for more sustainable
products

Mandatory retrieval or
reporting of lost fishing
gear

€53M funding through
the European maritime
and fisheries fund

Promote sustainable,
innovative, and
competitive fisheries

Mandatory marking of
fishing gear
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1.5 PREPHASE OVERVIEW
This spread shows the whole journey taken from the starting point of the preface:

27% of beach litter
comes from ﬁshing

20% of EU ﬁshing gear gets lost
or discarded at the sea,
worldwide that’s 640.000 tones
each year

Vessels
equipment

Fisheries
Industry
Buoys

Lost ﬁshing
gear

Fishing lines

Fishing
nets

Consumer
products

Fishermen lose anywhere from
10-30% of their traps per year
Creels

PREPHASE //

r
gear

Sewerage

Packaging

Under-developed
countries

Tourism

Rivers

Sources of
marine littering

LAND BASED

SEA BASED

Cargo
boats

Recreative
boats

Harbours
Cruise

Fisherman
equipment

Illustration. - Pre-phase journey
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2.0

After the prephase, this section shows the dive into the
field of the fishing with creels technique, its different
characteristics, and considerations that had been taken
from it. The section will show a journey from the creels
configuration, continuing to the user journey and
storyboard, ending up into the defined problematic and
the current coping strategies used to face it.

// OUTCOME
This phase provided the group the needed knowledge
on the field to work on, findings on the main problem to
solve and the needed considerations for it.
// NEXT
The next step for the group would be to set the final
framework of the product to work upon for the next
development phases
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2.1 FISHING WITH CREELS METHOD
There are a lot of different fishing methods and a lot of different
tools. These change depending on what kind of catch fishermen
are searching for.
In the lobsters and crabs fishing industry, fishermen also have
different techniques and tools to use. Inside this fishing industry,
bottom trawling and creels fishing are the most common
techniques. But, due to a decline in the European lobster
stocks during the last 50 years, new regulations have been
implemented and fishing with creels is now the only permitted
catching technique. (Traps and Creels – The Ensnarers, 2016)
These new regulations are aiming for new solutions for fishermen
to adapt to them and also to give them a better solution to work
with.
Img -, Fishermen working with a creel

WHEN

WHERE

The fishing season traditionally runs from late March to early
October depending on fishing location and weather, but can take
place all year round in some locations (European Lobster). As an
example, lobster fishing season in Norway is restricted to only 2
months in a year: October and November. (Norwegian Lobster,
2017)

Along Europe’s coasts the creel fishing industry works mainly
from the Mediterranean to Lofoten. Lobsters are found in depths
down to 150m, but are most common between 20m and 80m. In
recreational use, the creels are used in depths of 20-30 m. And
in the professional field the depths are up to 150 m. (Norwegian
Lobster, 2017)

CONFIGURATION
In European waters, Recreational fishermen can fish with creels in two ways, place the creels individually or in a line where each creel
are connected with a space of 5m between them.
In the professional industry they only fish with a line of creels and up to 80 creels in one row and the space between each can vary a
bit depending on the fishermen techniques. Fishing with this many creels also sets requirements to use an anchor in each end of the
line in order to make sure that it stays on its place all the time. The total number of creels used is determined by boat size, the number
of crew and the fishing ground. (Fishing with crabs and creels, 2001)

Ill. creels configuration
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CREEL ELEMENTS

Illustration. - Creels elements

Frames

Ballast

Strong materials that prevent the creels from losing their shape
during fishing and storing. Mainly made from steel.

Weights or ballast are often placed in creels before setting to
prevent flows and currents from moving them from where they
are set. Weights may be concrete blocks, steel bars or other heavy
material such as bricks, stones or rocks. Strategically placed
ballast may also help the creel to land the right way up.

Covering
Modern rectangular creels are covered with wire netting, nylon
mesh, plastic-covered steel, welded steel mesh, etc. The choice of
material depends on traditional usage, availability and cost.
Funnels
Although beehive creels have only a single funnel at the top,
other creel types may have several funnels.

Corrosion prevention
Because of the corrosive effect of seawater on steel and other
metals, an anti-corrosion anode is often attached to steel creels
and creels to extend their useful life. Anodes are usually made
from a block of zinc with a wire through it to tie it to the creel.
(Traps and Creels – The Ensnarers, 2016)

Door
A door is usually placed in the main body of the creel to make it
easy to remove the catch. Lobsters and rock lobsters are normally
taken out through the funnel at the top.
Bait holder
Bait is normally secured in the catching chamber of the creel.
If small pieces of bait such as small fish are used as bait, these
should be placed in a bait container made from wire, plastic or
synthetic netting to hold them together and in place.
Escape gaps
Escape gaps are often fitted into creels to make sure that
undersizes fish or crustaceans, especially lobster and rock
lobster, are not taken.

Img -, Creels on Tony's boat
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2.2 STORY MAP
PROCESS IN STEPS
1.

Putting bait in each creel while loading.

2.

Loading the creels on the boat in a certain order.

3.

Sailing towards the fishing spot.

4.

Arrives at the fishing spot.

5.

Turn down boat speed (Approx 2 knots).

6.

Bind a buoy to the first row or line of creels.

7.

Throw out the buoy.

8.

Place one creel at a time on the railing.

9.

Support the creel until it’s dragged into the water.

10.

Attach the last buoy to the main line.

11.

Throw the end buoy out in the water.

12.

Sailing towards a setup of creels.

13.

Turn down boat speed (Approx 2 knots).

14.

Haul in the first buoy.

15.

Attach to the hauling tool.

16.

Place buoy back in the boat.

17.

The first creel arrives on the hauling platform.

18.

Detaching the creel from the hauling tool.

19.

Empty the creel.

20.

Measuring lobster or break of crab claws.

21.

Putting in new bait in the creel.

22.

Placing creels on the boat in a certain order.

23.

Lastly haul in the end buoy.

24.

Put out the row at the same spot it was picked up.

1-3

*Based on an expedition day (12-04-2019).
The process can differ from vessel type and
the user. (A24, A25, A26)
* Step 12.-4 can be repeated more than once
until the season finishes.

SEASON OVERVIEW
Step (1-11)

Step (12-24)
October

The amount of
active creels.

Protected
period
November

March

Fishing season (Limfjorden, Denmark)

m

100
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4-13

14-24

m

0
.00
0
2

FOR MORE DETAILS
TURN TO NEXT PAGE.
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2.3 STORY BOARD
EXPEDITION DAY IN THYBORØN (A25)

1. Putting bait in each creel while loading the boat.

2. Loading the creels on the boat in a certain order.

These pallets have 20 creels on each, which are connected to each other as a whole
setup. We experienced that it was necessary to grab the right creel in order to avoid
haywire. The first and the last creel on each setup are marked with another colour
and then you have to follow the rope. Once the creel is handed over to the boat they
are being prepared with bait.

The free space on this small vessel is limit. The more the fisherman can carry the
better. This boat can be loaded up to 60 creels. But this requires a specific arrangement to facilitate process 8-9.

7. Throw out the first buoy.

8. Place one creel at a time on the railing.

After the first marking buoy is in the water, the process is continuing at a high pace.
The boat sails at low speed in a chosen direction. This direction depends on the
seabed condition which can be seen on the sonar display.

The first creel is found and placed on the railing and waits until the rope between
the creel and the first buoy are more and less stretched.

12-13. Sailing towards a setup of creels.

14. Haul in the first buoy.

This setup of creels are marked with two pair of buoys. One with two flags in red
and blue respectively and the other one with only one flag in red. These colours
can variate and are chosen by the fisherman, in terms of knowing the difference
between his and others in the area.

Because of the small vessel, the fisherman is able to grab the marking buoys from
the boat. Then, there's a need to lift and make force until the first creel is lifting
from the seabed.

DEFINE //

3-5. Sailing towards the fishing spot.

6. Bind a buoy to the first row or line of creels.

The distance from the harbour and to the fishing spot was around 6 miles (10 km)
which took about 15-20 min at 20 knots (37 km/t).

Following the Danish Fisheries Agency, all fishing buoys have to be marked with
contact info. Equipment which is not marked will be removed by the government,
in order to prevent overfishing. (Tabte redskaber, Udenrigsministeriet)

9. Support the creel until it’s dragged into the water.

10-11. Attach the last buoy to the main line + throw it in.

When the rope is stretched, the first creel is dragged into the water. Process 8 and 9
will be repeated until all the creels in the setup are in the water.

The boat is set to stop and the last marking buoy is attached and thrown in.

15-16. Attach to the hauling tool.

17. The creel arrives on the hauling platform.

The first marking buoy are now placed in the hydraulic hauling tool and the creels
are now on it’s way up. When the rope is long enough, the buoy is placed in the back
of the boat - Then it will later on in the process become the last buoy.

When the fisherman hauling in the creels, he placing the boat so the waves hit the
starboard (right side of the boat). This makes the creels turn correct in the water
and no extra interaction is needed when arrives.
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18. Detaching the creel from the hauling tool.

19-20. Empty the creel.

When the creels arrive on the boat it will automatically stop the hauling process
until it has been manually moved through the hauling tool. This is in order to prevent a collision.

Each lobsters are measured and if they are under the limit or with roe they are going back in the water. This is to keep the stock of lobsters up. If they pass a rubber-band are placed on their claws, to prevent them from cutting one another.

21. Putting in new bait in the creel.

22. Placing creels on the boat in a certain order.

When the creels is empty, a new bait is placed in a mesh bag. The bait can differ day
to day often it’s some discarded fish, which are cut in pieces.

Now the creels are empty and reloaded, they have to be placed in a certain order, so
they can get in the water again.

23. Lastly haul in the end buoy.

24. Put out the setup at the same spot it was picked up.

When the last creel is located on the boat, the last buoy is going to be hauled in.
But in this case the last buoy was cut by another boat and a new buoy was needed.

If the last fishing spot was satisfied, the whole setup of creels will return. The steps
from 12 to 24 will be repeated until the fishing spots are unloaded.
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2.4 USER & WORKING ENVIRONMENT
Through our process we have get in touch with different fishermen from two different types; recreational and commercial fishermen
(A43, A44, A23 & A26). We experienced a large variation of personalities between the three types of fishermen. With the focus on the
commercial fishing industry, we had in the beginning of our research phase, a tough time when we confronting them with our findings
about the marine litter in Denmark. So we had to change strategy in order to get closer to the commercial fishers and get information
out of them. Which made us visit the coast harbors, rather than phone calling. We focused the interview in a perspective in which the
group were going to design a "new fishing equipment". With this approach we were able to get a more constructive insights into the
field.
After the new the strategy we learn that the environment can be a tough place to work. Which set some expectations for the product.
The weather has an high impact on working environment, and this factor is unreliable but needs to be taken into account. When the
waves increase, everything on board that is not fixed moves around. From our expedition to the harbors in Denmark (A11 & A14) we
have been told from the fisherman, that the fishing culture has changed since their beginning. In the early days they were more likely
to go fishing no matter how bad the weather is. Which often ended with tragic accidents. But with the technology of today, they are
checking the weather before sailing out.
Creel
storage area

Ice slurry
tank

Hauling winch

Creel
drop zone

Wheel house

Processing table

Bait tank

The Scandinavia vessel size is typical from around 50 feet
(around 15m) and upwards and is often shared between to owners/captains and a crew on four people. The owners are able to
switch between work task - One onshore who are in charge of the
administrative work and one who are in charge of the ship. The
point of this is shared cost and if one is sick the business will still
be going.
CREW

CAPTAIN/OWNER

The crew can be a mix of 1-2 fishing students and 2-3 experienced
fishermen (A43). Both the crew and the owners/captains are a
part of daily task on deck. It’s necessary to helping each other,
also with cooking and cleaning. The only difference is the captain has the responsibility. From our experience is our view on
the fishermen, they are some people who are doing actions at a
high pace or instinctively. Which needs to be facilitated.
“I’m not afraid for the ocean, but I respect it!” (Fisherman, Thyborøn) (A26)

Landing conveyor
Creel

THE CONTEXT
Our findings scoped the focus down to location with rough seabed conditions in water depth from 20 to 150 meters. Which
means large rocks, stone or other large object where creels can
get lost. This type of context is more common in countries like
Norway, Ireland, Scotland, Canada and Northern America. The
primarily focus is Norway which are close to Denmark and have
some similar rules.
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2.5 PROBLEM SCENARIO
FOCUS AREA
Because of a large variety of factors which have an impact on the loss of creels. The most critical area is from the anchor to floating
marking buoy. The sections are generally in a high risk of getting in trouble because of increased movement in the water. Depending on the fishing location there can be a larger undercurrent which can make the gear move to other locations. But that is up to the
fisherman to determine the needed amount of contra weight. The team have put the focus by solving two factors, propeller cut off the
connection and entangled ropes. According to the Norwegian Doctorate of Fisheries and DTU Aqua (A05) these two factors are the
most common problems the fishermen experience.
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PROPELLER CUT-OFF

ENTANGLED ROPE

When other fishing vessels is working the same area it will increase the risk getting disconnected marking buoys. Which is
due to an increased population of lobsters. The propellers working as a vacuum cleaner, so if a marking buoy are getting too
close to the vessel propeller, it can either be cut or get entangled.

Lobsters are more likely to be found in areas with rocks and
stones or other objects where they can take shelter, it increasing
the risk of getting entangled end ropes. When the fishermen are
hauling in the buoy, with the entangled rope, it will break when
it exceeds the Tensile Strength.
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2.6 COPING STRATEGY
ANCHOR
The possibilities of getting the gear back is
very minimal. At the moment the fishermen
are trying to get it back by trying to catch the
lost gear with an anchor by lowering down to
the seabed. The rough seabed makes it difficult to catch the gear because the rocks and
other object difficult the usage of an anchor.
The large vessel has to correct around with the
anchor. This process is a complex task and can
take hours, which can lead to the fishermen
are giving up and leave the lost gear at the
bottom of the sea. In addition to this operation
will there be a risk of make propeller cutoff on
nearby marking buoys. (A26)

THE GOVERNMENT
When fisherman in Denmark lost their equipment, they have to try to get it back on their own. If it does not succeed they have to inform the Danish Fisheries Agency within 24 hours (Danish Fisheries Agency, 2019).
They need to inform (EU rules):
• Position and time
• Vessel information
• type of equipment
• What has been done in trying to get it back?
The government’s task can be dangerous and expensive, when its on deep water. From 60 meters of depth and more, the air are going
to be more compress. Another option is to use a ROV (Remotely operated vehicle). However it can take up to a year before the Danish
government take action and this operation can end up with a fee for the fisherman.

2.7 STAKEHOLDERS
Because of the increased attention to the environment and UN’s Goal 14.1 (Conserve and sustainable use the oceans, seas and marine
resource, UN) which are topics the fishermen need to take action upon. Seaus will provide a solution to the this upcoming situation
which the manufacture and dealer of marine equipments, Hvalpsund net, have shown interest in. With a collaboration between them
and Seaus, they could become the first mover in this market sector. Which makes a competitive gap to their competitors. The fishermen will reduce their cost, and they will have the possibilities to catch lobster in even rough seabed conditions and there by gain
more profit. The consumers, retail stores will be able to gain value by selling the product as an environmental friendly fishing method.
Which means a higher quality product. The government will have the interest in lowering the marine litter expenses and enhances
the health and well-being.
MANUFACTURER
& DEALER

•
•

Seeking for competitive products.
Lead the market sector.

Primary

FISHERMEN

•
•
•

Cost of lost equipment.
Reported yearly loses of creels.
Seeking a stronger competitive position.

Secondary

GOVERNMENT

•
•
•

Gain interest by external investors.
Create a value for the community.
Prevent expenses for collecting marine litter.

CONSUMERS

•
•

Seeking for quality products.
Environment friendly product trend.
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In this section will be described the focus of the group
after all the findings gathered until now and the methods
used to define this focus in order to have a better group
understanding and alignment for the next development
phases of the project.

// OUTCOME
The group got a defined framework to continue with
the project. This, facilitated to work into the next
phases of ideation & conceptualization.
// NEXT
Use the framework as a reference to bring all the
previous findings to ideas and concepts to define our
product.

FRAMEWORK //

3.1 PROJECT FOUNDATION
APPROACH & SPECS
The group, from the start of the project, wanted to have a strong foundation to permit the right development of the project, also to
create alignment and have a clear direction to follow. For it was taken into consideration previous findings from research done by
the group (Aesthetic decision making,2018), in which it is stated that a good foundation permits a better understating and project
decision making. So, at this stage, the group set up the framework to work upon to keep the alignment and to have a clear direction on
what to focus taking as a reference our previous foundation.

3.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT, VISION & MISSION

PROBLEM STATEMENT

“How can a physical product give the fishermen a second chance to return their lost gear,
and preventing the risk of “ghost fishing” in the seabed and reducing marine litter. “

VISION

“Involve the fishing industry into the UN’s future environmental goals regarding marine
litter and lost fishing creels, by creating a new standard solution.”
MISSION

“create a product to be implemented in the current creels fishing method giving the fishermen a second chance to return their gear and therefore preventing marine litter and ghost
fishing."
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3.3 VALUE VISION
The purpose of using this method (A18) was to give us a wider
view of the values we wanted to transmit/offer with the product. furthermore, this method permits to keep our concepts up
against it and thereby create a stronger alignment between the
team members.
First of all, we made a brainstorm of the values we thought our
Seaus product should transmit. Then we took each of these values and made a mind map with all the words that each of these
values we thought could be related with. Finally, we clustered
these words into three themes for each value in order to support
and make it more precise. Then we found images that could represent these values through the concept that we wanted to transmit (A19). These values were based on all the experience and
knowledge the team has gathered through the approx. 2 months
of discovery and defining.
In order to understand our value vision, the team created a short
phrase to support the pictures and the linked words:
Img. - Value vision brainstorm

COMPACT

•
•
•

Stable
Reliable
Packable

“The help in unforeseen situations.”

TRUSTFUL

•
•
•
•

Familiar
Understandable
Safe
Approved

“You know me well and
know what I can do for you”

SUSTAINABLE

•
•
•

Responsibility
Reaction
Recover

“Help each other and take action for a
better future”

SIMPLE

•
•
•

STURDY

•
•

Adaptable
Preventive

“I can protect myself,
but you still have to take care of me”

VISUAL

Transparent
Instructive
Instinct

•
•
•

“It’s on when it’s on and
off when it’s off - that’s it”

“Even though I’m professional
- I still have the need for assistance”

Attention
Versatile
Pertinent

Ideation &
conceptualize

4.0

This section will focus on the idea generation from the
previous findings taking reference on our design brief.
The section offers an iterative process from the first
ideation based on principles until the selection of the
concepts the group decided to work with. In this section,
the group got insights which helped the group to find
the best solution by exploring as much as possible the
solution space

// OUTCOME
Definition of the concept to work with based on an
iterative process of findings, considerations and
continuous ideation.
// NEXT
To dive into the selected concept and test the
principles considered on it to validate or improve
them.
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4.1 IDEATION
This phase of the project has been a continuous iteration of generating ideas and learning from research and user feedback. These
iterations reflect a Build, measure, learn method approach (Steve Blank, 2013). This approach has permitted the team to continuously
refine the product based on the findings to be able to explore as much as possible the solution space for the product.
SKETCHING POOL

The idea generation started with a Sketch pool (A16). With it, the team wanted to generate ideas based on the knowledge we had at this
point and the values we got from the value vision. The outcome of this sketching pool permitted the group to discover into different
principles which could be used in our product to solve the problematics we had seen in the field of creels fishing. An example of the
different principles found can be observed below:

Bumpers

Ghost fishing prevention

Transformation

Detection

Human interaction

Magnets

Img. - Examples from the principles discovered after the sketching pool

IDEATION & CONCEPTUALIZE //

“WHAT IF “
After the sketching pool (A16) we wanted to explore more the
solution space and so, we continue sketching but, this time
upon different solutions to problematic situations that the
group discussed it could appear during the process of retrieval
of lost gear from fishing with creels. For it we used the “What if”
method (A17). This, opened the solutions even more and made
the group to find more considerations for the product. As an
example we used the “What if” in situations like:

•
•
•

What if it appears the risk propeller cut off?
What if there are different creel sizes and/or geometries?
What if the creel it’s 150m depth?

Img. - What if propeller cut-off sketch

COMBINED SOLUTIONS
After using the Sketching pool and the “What if” method, the group decided that it would be interesting to try to mix the different
solutions found (A20). This would provide a stronger concept for our product solving more than just one specific problem and
therefore increasing the value of it.

Img. - Combination of different principles in concepts
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FIRST PROTOTYPING
The group created different prototypes (A21) based on multiple principles that had been explored before in the first ideation phase.
It helped to have a better understanding of the principles and considerations finding the ways to make possible the principles to
work.

1
The team made a prototype using the
real size of a creel and thinking about to
combine the prevention of ghost fishing
and a deployment mechanism that could
permit the detection of lost creels from
fishermen in the surface.

2
Prototype of the mechanism that would
deploy from the creel. It will permitted
the transformation from a flat surface to
a shape that would permit to be detected
when had reached the surface.

3

Transformation prototype which permitted to have a rope attached to a small
floating buoy and loaded inside a small
cover. This, would deploy and get out
from the case to the surface.

Prototype to think on a mechanism which
would deploy and then could be reloaded
again by the user. It was considered the
alignment of the rope when its loaded
and the first ideas upon the reloading.

4
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FEEDBACK
During this period we got different new insights on our ideas and from the field we where working with. These came from the first
Milestone, in which the group got feedback from the different mock-ups that we had build and from a second interview with Rikke
Fransen from DTU Aqua (A05)
INTERVIEW WITH RIKKE FRANSEN
From this interview the group got insight about the placement
of our product. Rikke mentioned the that the lost gear from
creels usually have something to do with the long line between
the line of creels and the buoy on the top. This is caused by
streams making the line wrapping around rocks and getting
entangled.

// OUTCOME
Reconsideration on where the product should be placed.
The feedback made the group to consider an ideation
based on a product in-between the buoy and the first
creel.

MILESTONE 1
At this point of this project the group presented the findings
from the start to that point. It was shown the prephase findings
which lead to working on the topic of lost gear from commercial
fisheries. Specially in fisheries using the creels fishing method.
Furthermore it was presented the different mock-ups done
showing different working principles explored.

// OUTCOME
From the Milestone 1 the group got insights which made
consider to explore other principles considering other
placements apart from the one on the top of the creels to
open even more the solution space.

After getting these different feedback, the group considered to explore more the different solutions and ideate more to define more
the direction of our product. For it, the group wanted to consider other options which hadn’t been considered before and re-think
the already existing ones for the next ideation round.
ACT IT OUT & SHADOWING
The group still needed to get out in the context and get more feedback from the users and that the next thing that was done. For it,
we visited Tybhorøn and got the possibility to experience the working environment and the full working process in steps. Furthermore, it gave the team an understanding of the critical situations throughout the working process. (A24 & A25)

With this activity the team got good feedback to consider for our
product. The new findings made the group to continue the ideation on the product and to rethink the ideas that had explored
before as by this point the team had a better understanding that
before hadn’t. Nonetheless, we also found that ideas from before
were also interesting to still consider.

Img. - Acting out in the context and with a professional user

Img. - Shadowing a professional user process work

// FINDINGS

•
•
•

Need for multitasking in some situations.
Product needs to fit the fast way of working.
Product needs to be adjusted so it can go through
existing hauling systems.

•
•
•

Communicate the start / end of the line of creels.
If he lose a line of creels, it is not only the catch for
one day he loss but also for the next time.
Lost creels occupy a place for new creels.
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RE-THINK IDEAS
In order to re-think the ideas the group did a new sketching pool (A27). This activity permitted to find more specific solutions with
three focus directions based on the feedback and insights we got. These three directions are:

1.

Ideation on a product which works as an add-on to the creels.

2.

Ideation on a new buoy concept to be used for the creels fishing method.

1.

Ideation on a product which works between upper buoy and the first creel from the line of creels.

IDEATION & CONCEPTUALIZE //
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4.2 CONCEPTUALIZATION
Until now, the group had sketched upon solution ideas and working principles, so, to be able to evaluate the three directions the group
decided to create a more detailed concept for each of these directions combining the previous findings. (A28)

NEW BUOY

NEW BUOY
The group opened the solution space creating a new buoy
which could prevent propeller cut-off .

Does not permit a mechanism to retrieve in case of
entanglement of the creels.
There’s a risk if the arms doesn’t open correctly

Considerations

IDEATION & CONCEPTUALIZE //
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IN-BETWEEN
IN-BETWEEN
Permits to detach the entangled rope from the line of creels
and offers a solution in case of propeller cut-off.

There’s a need to have a rope enough long to reach
the surface (up to 150 m).
After use it, needs to be reloaded again by the user

Need for an activation and detachment mechanism

ADD-ON CREEL
Concept to retrieve creels when there’s a propeller cut-off
or entanglement. It works as an add-on for each creel.

There are different type of creels and sizes, so it
would need to be adaptable.
it would difficult the placement of the creels in the
boat if surface is not flat.
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4.2 CONCEPT SELECTION
After the team did the conceptualization of the ideation phase, there was a need to decide which direction to continue exploring. In
order to do this the team decided to use the selection matrix method (A29), in which based on a series of requirements for the product
it was able to scope down the focus direction for our final product.
SELECTION CRITERIA
In order to have a reference to select the best concept, the group selected different requirements that at this point were necessary to be
on our product. These requirements were set with an order of preference to afterwards been used for the selection matrix.

RELIABILITY

EASE OF ATTACHMENT

INDEPENDENT FROM THE SYSTEM

Being an “insurance” product there should
not be any risk of failure when using the it.

To ease the attachment of the product
to the current creels configurations and,
therefore, reduce the added processes
when using the product.

The product needs to be as independent as
possible from the existing configurations to
reduce working processes to implement it.

COMPACT

INTERACTION SIMPLICITY

RE-USABILITY

The space in the context of the use of the
product might be reduced (vessels), so, it
needs to be considered for the product.

Rough working context with different tasks
to take care at the same time. Processes
need to be simplified.

After the first use of the product, there
should be the possibility to re-use it more
than one time.

MISPLACEMENT

SCALABILITY

CLEANING

When the product it’s already attached
with the existing creels configurations,
there should not be any risk to move from
its place.

Refers to the possibilities for a product
to scale it up to other areas in the future.
Would increase the value of the product.

As the product would be in an environment
in which objects can get different particles
attached to the surface of it. the product
needs to avoid small corners and joints.

SELECTION MATRIX

In-between

New buoy

Add-on creel

Weight
(%)

Rating
(1-5)

Score

Rating
(1-5)

Score

Rating
(1-5)

Score

Reliability

19

4

76

2

38

3

57

Ease of attachment

17

4

68

4

68

2

34

Independent from the system

16

3

48

5

80

2

32

Compact

14

3

42

4

56

4

56

Interaction simplicity

12

4

48

5

60

2

24

Re-usability

9

3

27

5

45

1

9

Misplacement

7

3

22

5

36

4

29

Scalability

4

3

11

5

18

1

4

Cleaning

2

3

5

4

7

2

4

Selection criteria

TOTAL

100

271

371

191

Ill. - Selection matrix
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The results from the selection matrix showed that the new buoy was the direction to go based on our selection criteria. Furthermore,
the selection matrix showed that the Add-on creel concept wasn't fitting our requirements as much as the other two concepts and the
group figured out that to make a product for each creel it wouldn't be the best solution for our business possibilities and there was no
need for it as the same problems could be solved with the In-between concept. So, it was decided to explore more into the other two
concepts instead of the Add-on creels.

// OUTCOME
The group considered that the buoy concept was just
able to solve one problem (propeller cut-off) while the
In-between could solve either solve propeller cut-off
and creels entanglements. furthermore, the in-between
concept could also implement the principles from the
new buoy. So, after these considerations, the group decided the best way to go was to opt for continue exploring on the In-between concept.
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5.0

This section provides an overview of different tests
done by the group and the considerations that had been
taken from it. Furthermore, it shows the exploration
and definition of different technology solutions for
the product. There also will be explained how all these
findings had been implemented, starting from a product
architecture overview and going through a more defined
product shape using an aesthetic definition set up by the
group. Finally, there will be shown all the requirements
needed to take into consideration for the final product.

// OUTCOME
This section permitted the group to define the product
and therefore to have a better understanding of its
performance and the requirements needed to make this
possible.
// NEXT
Find the appropriate method for production and the
materials needed for it.
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5.1 TEST & LEARN
in order to validate the viability of the concept & principles from before selected the group did different tests which would give learnings to be considered from the principles wanted for the final product. in order to make these tests, it was used different mockups
made for each test.
WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION TEST

To get an idea of the stability considerations to make sure the
product will stay in its right position all the time and at the same
time having enough distance from the water to be able to see
it from a certain distance. These considerations affect the size,
which is connected to the storage capability and weight distribution. This leads to consider these conflicting requirements and
to find the optimal balance of them for the product. (A35)

//OUTCOME
Taking the balance point into consideration, the dominating weight needs to be placed underneath the upper
floating part. This would reduce the risk of failure of the
floating stability since it can lay down to the wrong position in the water.

ARM UNFOLDING TEST

To get an understanding of potential risks to consider when the
arms get unfolded. The test was done in two different ways. First,
just by putting the model down in the water to simulate unfolding the principle. Second, by letting the model come out from a
cylinder underneath the water to see if it still works correctly.
When the arms are folded out the product should have a stationary position. (A37)

//OUTCOME

•
•
•

The start angle can prevent the principle to work.
The start angle needs to be perpendicular to the
water surface.
Simulating, the product coming out from the tube
under water end up in a wrong position on top of
the water due to the start angle of the arms.
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DETACHMENT TEST
//STEPS
1

2

The team created a 3D printed a mechanism in order to investigate how the detachment mechanism works while a load is
applied in different directions. Furthermore, to observe if any
failure could occur. (A34)

3

4

//OUTCOME

•
•
•

Pulling in a certain angle resulted in a failure, which
didn't allowed the mechanism to work.
In the most common scenario, the mechanism works
but still gets a bit hard to release.
The mechanism needs to be optimized to minimize
the risk of failure.

RELOADING SYSTEM TEST

//OUTCOME
In terms of space optimization, the
rope has to be tighten around the rod.
Which could be done by holding back
on the rope. Furthermore, there is a
need to develop a system to make sure
the rope is not moving on the other
side of the reel. (A31)
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KNOTTING TEST

1

2

3

4

Since the fisherman is going to attach the product twice on each product. We did this test this in order to increase the ease of the installation and find the best way of attaching and detaching the product to the line of creels. (A42)
// OUTCOME
The simulation of binding knots or attaching the product to the line gave some insights that the product needs to facilitate:

•
•
•
•

Knot simulation 1 and 3 was okay but needs to be further developed.
Even on a non-rocking surface, a stabilizing hand is needed, which means the other hand has to do the job.
The surface that the product is going to stand on while getting attached, needs to facilitate a stable and strong platform
that makes sure that the product doesn’t tilt.
The group considered the use of carabiners in order to ease this process.

RETRIEVE FROM WATER TEST
The team was testing the retrieving of the principal of a circle with a diameter on 1.2m and four arms in order to keep it
stretched out. By throwing or lowering an anchor down in between of the circle and thereby catch the frame. (A33)
//OUTCOME
The team experienced no problems in retrieving the
buoy with a radius of 1.2 m from the hight of approx
2.5 meters. Even with no experience, all teammates
were able to succeed every time. Large waves and tilting ground for the user can eventually make this more
difficult.
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VISIBILITY TEST

400M

85M

We found that by using a surface popping up from the water surface facilitated much more the search of the product. Also using a
visible color also helped to differentiate from other objects at the horizon and water. The different tests gave us the idea of how could
our product help the fishermen to found the product by using the eyesight. We made the following table to show our findings (A38).

DISTANCE

INSIGHT

85m

Easy to spot and differentiate it from other objects. Reflections can be seen if being positioned with the
sun in the back of the user.

120m

Easy to spot but barely difficult to differentiate from other objects at the horizon. Reflections are
difficult to be perceived from this distance.

220m

Difficult to spot and differentiate from other objects at the horizon. Reflections can’t be perceived from
this distance.

400m

In a distance of 400 meters, it becomes impossible to spot the object. The reflective part of the product
became identical with the reflections from the water. Since the orange sphere was at the same level as
the water it also became invisible to the eye.

//OUTCOME
After the test, we have found that the prototype works from a distance up to 120 meters, but, after this distance, the visibility of
it’s more inefficient. Apart from that, it has been seen that reflections worked only when the user it’s watching from a point of
view in which the sun it’s in back of him. Moreover, it has been found that reflections from the water made barely impossible
to be differentiated from the ones implemented in the prototype.
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8. DETACHMENT UNDERWATER
This test would allow the group to validate the detachment of
the lost creels from the entangled lines underwater. This test
was done using a mechanism which it’s used as a security deployment mechanism in the marine field, the group wanted to
observe if this mechanism would fit with the needs and requirements we needed for our product and its performance as the
principle of it was what we were looking for (A40).

1

2

3

//OUTCOME
The test of using this principle succeeded and the group
considered to using this principle which was fitting
with our product requirements.

4
9. BUOYANCY TEST
The main goal of this test was to validate the buoyancy of the prototype we had in order to be sure that the product maintains the
direction upwards underwater. If so, we ensure that the product
cannot be misplaced when about to be deployed from the bottom
of the sea. We also wanted to see how do the streams affect the
prototype underwater (A39)
//OUTCOME
The prototype was pointing upwards as we wanted and,
moreover, the reaction to the water stream wasn’t affecting to its movement at all.
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ROPE UNFOLDING TEST
We wanted to observe how the system of loaded rope are responding when being unfolded. Two deployment principles were tested
- Horizontal and vertical. These tests would give us insights on the risks, that we should take into consideration, when deciding how
this unfolding method should be. (A36)
//Horizontal - Steps
1

2

3

4
The rope is unloaded
with the principal of a rotational rod. This principal succeeded by keeping
the rod stable enough, all
the way from the bottom
to the water surface. Depending on where on the
rod the rope is pulling, it
can tilt a bit from side to
side.

//Vertical - Steps
1

2

3

4
The principle of this
system is the rope is getting dragged off from a
vertical rod. This means
that there is no need for
rotational parts. But this
process makes the rope
curls and create knots.
So, there's uncertainty
to what extent this could
give reliability issues.

//OUTCOME
The team experienced that the earlier concept with the vertical principal was lacking in fulfilling priority of reliability. In order
to increase the reliability in the needed scenario, the team looked further into the development of a horizontal principle.
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5.2 CONTEXT TESTING & USER FEEDBACK
Our last visit in Thyborøn disapproved our solution to prevention against propeller cut-off. The 50 feet fishing vessel, L 47 Camilla, has a propeller of 2.2m that would make a vacuum effect
onto the seaus product even using the propeller cut-off prevention arms and in this scale would not work. It means that we can
reduce some complexity. One of our users said “because the fisherman knowing the fishing spot best, he will know how many of
the seaus product is needed, but I could imagine one for every
5 meters. Then it will be possible to drag from different directions”. The team recommend minimum one at each end of the
setup because of entanglement but open for the possibilities of
additional sales (A43 & A44).

SIZE COMPARISON

//OUTCOME
Hauling in a 4mm DYNEEMA rope on the hauling tool (See
picture above) would work, but there could maybe be a
chance of failure at the end of a season if the rope gets affected by algae which will result in a loss of friction. If this
option would fail, the options to consider could be a thicker
rope or binding knots along the rope for more traction.
HAULING TOOL VALIDATION

//OUTCOME

//OUTCOME

The product size does not have a large effect on the storage possibilities with a fishing vessel on 50 feet. Thereby
the size requirement in terms of storage would not be
a crucial factor. But hereby the human interaction and
maneuvering have to be taken into consideration in order to grab and control the product from various angles.

The elements of the tested mockup model were able to
go through the two hauling tools and its characteristics
were approved. However, it requires some help from the
user in the smallest one (See picture above). To optimize
the task, it was observed that the element which interacts
with the hauling tool should be flexible to be able to go
through the hauling tool.
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5.3 TECHNOLOGY
FLOW CHART
In order to define the elements needed for our product, the group created a flow chart in which appears all the different steps from
when the system starts until the product deploys. Furthermore, we have pointed out the different components needed to make the
system work by using boxes and defining its functionality in the following illustration.

No

Product > 5 m
depth ?

Sleep mode

1- ALTIMETER / PRESSURE
SENSOR

This element will allow to
activate & deactivate the
system when the product
it’s under a determinate
water pressure (depth).

Yes
Yes
System activation

Product = 0 m
depth ?

2- MCU

Timer acivation
(1 month)

Will contain a timer which
will start after the system
gets activated and it would
be set for 1 month.

No

Release
Buoy

Yes

T = 1 month

3- DEPLOY MECHANISM

No

The deploy mechanism will
allow the buoy to detach
and reach the surface for its
retrieval

5- BATTERY

To provide enough power
the system.

Read
signal (Sonar)

Yes

Signal
Received

4- SONAR RECEIVER

No

10 sec

Once the device is activated
the sonar receiver will permit fishermen to activate
the deployment of the buoy
for its retrieval.

Illustration -Flowchart

1- SYSTEM ACTIVATOR
In order to activate the system, the team has been researching
into different methods to find the most efficient solution to
implement in our device.
The main parameter we have had into consideration for the
selection it’s based on the consumption that would require this
system activator in case it needed to be running all the time. As
the components of the product needed to be mostly sealed due

to the context of use, to use a simple on/off switch wasn’t the
best solution. Also, this solution will increase the risk of failure.
Instead, it has been selected to use an altimeter / pressure sensor
module.
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The team decided that this altimeter/pressure sensor would be
the right choice as it has a low consumption rate which would
barely affect the battery in the long run. As this sensor it's
waterproof, it would be sealed in the outer shell of the lid which
covers the electronic parts of the product. (A57)

The actuator will be placed in the rotational joint of the cable
reel and would have waterproof protection. (A58)

Img .- LS-P40/20 actuator

4- SONAR

Img. -MS5806-02BA Altimeter

2- MCU
An STM8L microprocessor is a processing unit that acts as the
brain of the product. The unit follows predefined, simple and
logical commands depending on the input it receives. It is an
ultra low power MCU and works perfectly in the temp conditions
that the product is going to be exposed for. This unit also has
RTC integrated, which is Real Time Clock. Thereby it can control
the system and deploy as in an emergency situation.

Sonar is the primary communication tool underneath water.
Water absorbs high frequencies really well, which is the reason
why high-frequency signals aren’t used underwater. As an
example, Bluetooth (2.4 GHz), which does not work more than a
meter before the signal gets converted to heat.
The use of sonar in maritime environments works in a low
frequency, from 10 to 50 kHz. Sonar technology, It’s used to
locate objects, measure speed, distance, and direction.
The main drawback of low-frequency transmission it’s that,
besides being able to reach a long distance, the amount of data
transmitted is low. While high-frequency transmission does the
opposite, has low range distances but allows a high amount of
data to be transmitted. (Understanding ocean acoustics, 2015).

Illustration. -Relationship between the distance range and the Bandwidth with 200dB
Img. -STM8L MCU

The module above, would permit a preset timing up to 6 months.
Therefore, the operation of it will allow to minimize the current
during the time it’s not in use. (A55)
3D- DEPLOY MECHANISM
For the deployment of the mechanism, the team has looked into a
solution and which is based on a small electromagnetic actuator.
This small actuator would move after the fishermen had
activated it or when the timer had reached the settled amount
of time. This would let free the reel to deploy by using its own
buoyancy up to the sea surface.
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Not only the frequency permits the signal to reach long distances, but also the loudness (dB) does it. As it can be observed in
the following illustration:

Illustration. -Active vs. passive sonar

Taking the knowledge above into consideration enables the
team to choose a setup of a frequency, sound level range and
type of sonar.
The type of sonar used in our product would consist in two
parts, the first one would be the passive one, directly implemented in our product able to receive a signal. For this one it
would be used a ultrasonic transducer for sonar.

Illustration - Doppler Effect in the Underwater Acoustic
Ultra Low Frequency Band

Underwater, most of the devices work within a range of loudness
up to 185 dB. That's because loudness behaves differently
through the air than through water. The density of water is
much higher than air and the sound travels much faster in water
(1500m/sec) than in air (340m/sec).
Sound waves with the same intensities in water and air differ by
61.5 dB. As an example, if you are talking with a friend, standing
1 meter from each other you can hear each other pretty well. But,
If you do the same underwater, you need to yell, to be able to hear
each other. (Doppler effect, Ultra low frequency band, 2017)
TYPOLOGY OF SONAR
There are two types of sonar, which can be used for different
purposes, the active one and the passive one. (Sonar. Sounds in
the sea)
Active sonar:

Image. -Hydrophone H1C

The second part would be in the surface working as an active
sonar. (A56)
Furthermore , since the Seaus product should work in depths
up to 150 meters, we want the sonar to be able to reach more
distance as the depth where our product it’s located. The reason
of it, it’s because the distance from the boat to the sonar receiver
will not be always perpendicular to each other.

sends a signal (sound waves), which travel through the water
until it reaches an object, then, the object reflects these sound
waves, which return to the sonar. The active sonar has a receiver
which permits, for example, to measure the distance from the
sonar to the reflection point of the sound waves.
Passive sonar:
On the other hand, the passive sonar when receives a signal
(sound waves), permits to perform an action.

Illustration. -Real range requirement for sonar
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Taking this into consideration for the selection of the needed
sound loudness and the frequency, we would need a sonar able
to be used with a setup of 20-50 kHz with a sound level of 185dB.
5- BATTERY
Since the Seaus product operates in the water, the product might
experience a lot of pressure, corrosion and low temperatures.
Then, there is a need for picking the right battery for such
conditions in our device.
The group found that most batteries don’t perform in an optimal
way in low temperatures, but, lithium-ion batteries are the ones
which perform better in these conditions. Moreover, a lithiumion battery would be an excellent choice since its performance
doesn’t get worse over time and keeps up a constant performance.
The power consumption curve is much more linear than other
batteries. (La pile idéale, 2003)

its own battery delivering more voltage but having much less
capacity which could be solved by using four 3,7v batteries in
parallel to achieve enough voltage than the solenoid requires
(12v). (A53)
// QUICK READ
1- ALTIMETER
To activate the system when needs to be used. It
offers a low power consumption.
2- MCU
Processing unit which it’s also used as a timer to the
system and deploy as in an emergency situation. It
would have a low power consumption when not in
use.
3- DEPLOY MECHANISM

1.6
U[V]

Electromagnet which would permit to deploy the
buoy from the sea bottom

Lithium-ion

1.4
NimH
1.2

4- SONAR

Alkaline

1.0
Khole-zinc
0.8
0

5

10

15

20

t[h]

25

To permit the deployment by the fishermen from
the sea surface. It would have a 20-50 kHz frequency
randge and 185dB of loudness. Would consist in two
parts, an active sonar (surface) and a passive sonar
(Product), using an hydrophone.

Illustration. -Consumption battery comparison

Furthermore, the performance of each cell is much higher when
using and thereby require less space than other batteries. The
lithium-ion battery is also optimal when it comes to battery life,
it can contain power for a long period of time.
So, the consumption of the batteries has been taken into
consideration and the system in our product would use long life
capacity (mAh) batteries and these would need to be replaced
after a time.
The specific lithium-ion cell that should be implemented would
provide 3.7v and have a capacity of 5000 mAh. Placing this in
serie connection of 4 cells would provide the system with 3.7v
and a capacity of 20.000 mAh.
Our system would require 2 mA (0.3 mA MCU a, 0.3 mA
Hydrophone and 1.4 mA Altimeter) and have a consumption
rate on 0.7. The consumption might be influenced factors that
can affect the battery and needs to be taken into consideration.
This leads a battery lifetime on 7000 hours which is in 287 days
(A53). This is taking into consideration that the system runs non
stop and the hydrophone is searching all the time. On the one
hand, the MCU, Altimeter and hydrophone would use a battery
delivering 3.7v. On the other hand, the solenoid actuator needs

5- BATTERY
Would permit to power all the components needed
in our device. It would be used Lithium-ion
batteries. Four 3.7v batteries in serie providing
20.000mAh, enough to power MCU, Altimeter and
hydrophone and Four 3.7v in parallel battery to
power the electromagnet (12v).
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5.4 PRODUCT ARCHITECTURE
The product architecture is a base point used for aligning the
team. The composition between the basic needed objects set the
rules. The product is separated into three main parts; The top
part, lower part & the release mechanism.
THE TOP-PART

300mm

is a hollow shell with foam which makes positive buoyancy. Here
is enough space for the “Hardware room” which contains the
electronic components. Eg. the hydrophone is pointing upwards
and has the best suitable conditions in order to reach the sound
train from the transmitter (the boat).
The reflectors would be best arranged vertically on the surface. It
will reduce the amount of covering water.
THE LOWER-PART
working as a keel to prevent overturning. The keel makes the
product more stable in the water and eases the retrieval process.
The buoyancy has to be between neutral and the inverse value
of the positive buoyancy. The cable reel with dyneema rope is
located in an open space to make the inspection of the rope easily accessible. The rope is managed with a hole in the middle of
the product which also keeps the line tight for the reload of it.
The friction makes the rope tighten more around the cable reel
which makes it occupy less space.

Hardware room
(Inside)

THE RELEASE MECHANISM
Is connected to the rope on the cable reel. This component will
be attached to the main rope of the creel setup. The marking
buoy rope has to be attached to the releasing part and the main
rope which are connected to all the creels need to be attached to
a non-releasing part on the mechanism.

Cable reel

Keel for stabilization

Release

mechanism
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POSITIVE
BUOYANCY
(TOP)

Vertical Ref l ectors

Water Surface

Product arrangement Handles

Deployment mechanism
NEGATIVE
BUOYANCY
(LOWER)

Rope management
& brake
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5.5 AESTHETIC FEATURES

The team did a workshop we called aesthetic definition (A47).
The goal of this workshop was in to align the team and be able
to find aesthetic solutions based on the product architecture and
requirements. Both technical requirements and our values from
the value vision workshop. By framing the needed values, the
team was able to get closer to a whole solution through supported material and thereby make it more tangible.

300 mm

Familiar

Double

curvature levels

Increase

functionality

Visual sturdiness /
muscle illusion

AESTHETIC DEFINITION WORKSHOP
PROCESS
1. Requirements which have an impact on the aesthetic
was turned into supported reference pictures which
has one or more aesthetic features.
2.
Then we pointed out and describe how the supported
reference material is connected to the needed value or
3. requirement.
The team selected the reference material together
through discussion.
RESULT:
The selected reference material are our alignment and frame
for the next design process. (A47)

Direction
& volume

Stabilizing
shape
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Large surfaces
Less texture

Reduce

biofouling

700 mm
Integrated

affordance

Convex curve corners
with small radius

Reduce space &

the risk of entanglement

More visually

aerodynamic
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5.6 AESTHETIC DEFINITION

2. THE FRAMEWORK
This references were taken as
aesthetic considerations to
implement on our product.
Furthermore, to define and
control them the group used
the 8 form parameters (Marianne Stockholm, 2004).

1. AESTHETIC FEATURES
Were specified previously based on
the product architecture, at this point
the team was able to lean up against
this framework and define them.

DETAILING //

1. MODELING & SKETCH REFINEMENT
3D modeling it was used to implement these
aesthetics and therefore make iterative
changes by sketching upon it. the full process
can be found in A47 & A48.
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5.7 PRODUCT IMPLEMENTATION

UPPER HANDLES

REFLECTION

CABLE
REEL

DEPLOY MECHANISM
(ACTUATOR)

ANTI-ENTANGLEMENT

RELEASE MECHANISM
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SHOCK RESISTANT

ONE SEASON

ACOUSTIC RELEASE

IP-68

HYDROPHONE

HARDWARE
ROOM

SIDE HANDLE
& RELOAD

ROPE HANDLES
600mm X 310mm

7 KG

Material &
production

6.0

This section provides with the different materials and
production considerations taken in order to make
possible the production of the Seaus product. Therefore,
shows the considerations that should be done for a
further development.

// OUTCOME
The group was able to have new findings needed to taken
into consideration for the production. Furthermore,
got knowledge into the appropriate materials for this
type of product.
// NEXT
Take into consideration all these findings and consider
solutions that could be implemented to solve them for a
further development.

MATERIALS & PRODUCTION //

6.1 MANUFACTURING AND MATERIALS
INTRO
To achieve a realistic product, manufacturing needs to be considered. New requirements will be discovered and a more realistic economical estimate per unit will be applied. Some changes will be taken into consideration to make the production of the product more
effective. Lastly, several new requirements for the materials will be discovered and applied along with all the previous requirements.
This will get further explained in the next section “Choice of materials”.
ROTATIONAL MOULDING
Rotational moulding, also known as roto-moulding or roto-casting, is a process for manufacturing for hollow plastic products or
shapes. A very broad collection of different types of resins (materials), can be picked depending on the requirements from the product and its functionalities. Rotational moulding provides several advantages in terms of relatively low residual stresses, inexpensive
moulds and embedded elements like thread, fittings, sockets and logos. Residual stresses are stresses that remain in a product after
the mould has been removed. Pointing this manufacturing process back to the fishery, a lot of the floating equipment within fishery
is actually made by rotational moulding. Most types of buoy and fender are produced this way. Rotational moulding is highly used
within series production of 200-3000 pcs per year depending on the size and complexity of the product.
Rotational moulding is a sustainable production method, because of its low use of oil and much less energy is required in this process
compared to other production methods. Furthermore, it is also easy to recycle. Most materials used in this production method can be
shredded into small pieces of plastics, called pellets, and thereby be reused into new products. (A guide to rotation molding, 2002 &
Rotoconnects)

Heat and
rotate

FOAM INFILL
To increase the compressive strength of the product the hollow
space inside the product needs to be filled with something light
that can withstand the pressure of 150 m depths in saltwater. If
the depth gets converted into atmospheric pressure the result
will be 14.87 atm, which is 1.5 MPa. Foam infilling require an extra
process beside the rotational moulding and will add to the cost
of the product. But, foam infilling is not that unusual right after
rotational moulding. A lot of manufactures provides this option
since it is quite easy for the manufacturer to execute. Right after
the moulds get to detach from the rotational moulding machine,
the manufacturer can open a hatch in the mould, drill a small
hole in the product and do the infilling process. The hole can be
patched afterward. The product needs to stay in the mould until
the foam is hardened. (A54)(Roto world, 2006)
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MOULDS

DAN HILL PLAST A/S (DHP)

The majority of moulds for rotational moulding are made from
steel or aluminum sheets or CNC machined metals. The shell of
the moulds is quite thin which create a structure that allows the
heat source to quickly transfer the heat through the metal into
the powder. Large simple moulds are usually made from fabricated metal sheets. But if a more advanced mould is needed it is
made by CNC cutting which is more expensive. Most moulds are
made of 2 pieces but can reach up to 4 depending on the complexity. Tolerances are hard to control within rotational moulding. This means that radius can't get smaller than 3mm, it is impossible to create the same thickness all over the product and
thickness is bigger in every corner inside the product. Therefore
there is a lot of guidelines that need to be followed, in order to
reach the expectations. (Roto world, 2006)

Dan hill plast is a Danish manufacturer who is using rotational moulding as the primary production method. As secondary,
they also have blow moulding and injection moulding. Through
a visit and a phone conversation, the team got different insights
about the rotational moulding method. This insights had been
also considered in combination with the findings. (Dan Hill plast
A/S)

Recommended
radius 3-13 mm

Mould

Recommended
radius 1.5-6.5 mm

GUIDELINES

•
•
•
•

Wall thickness can vary from nominal by +/- 20%.
Minimum wall separation of 5 times the wall thickness.
Sharp corners should be avoided if possible.
Avoid flat walls. If this isn’t possible it is recommended to
add kiss-offs, reinforced ribs or a crown.
The plastic shrinks and therefore draft angles are not necessary for small structures.
A secondary process might be added to implement thread
or other details.
Wall thickness should between 3-10mm.

•
•
•

// OUTCOME

•
•
•
•
•
•

Foam injection needs a secondary process.
Thread applies the third process to the product.
Rotational moulding might be replaced by another
process when the production reaches above 3000.
Moulds might consist of more than just 2 parts.
Guidelines need to be taken into consideration.
Polyethylene is easy to manipulate in rotational
moulding

Thinner inside corner

Thicker outside corner
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TOP PART
Applying guidelines and knowledge from Dan hill plast, into the
product enables the team to understand critical areas and how
to fix them. Few critical parts will be taken into consideration
and mentioned in the reflection.
As shown with a section cut illustration in the X and Y plane,
is how the team see specific difficulties and how some of them
could be solved. Starting from the top and down.

Creating the handles will be a difficult task, since there is a need
for a metal frame inside to ensure it doesn’t break off several
times of use. Therefore the frame needs to be attached to the
mould. The frame will be detached after the foam injection process and the foam has hardened. This makes the metal frame stay
on its position and adding strength to the product. Secondly,
space might be a problem inside the handles, for the fluid plastic
to run trough freely, because of the metal frame.

Section cut X plain

Wall thickness
5 mm
The diameter is
greater than 5
times the wall
thickness

Thread
require a
secound
proces

Section cut Y plain

Mould inserts
profil

Poor inside
tolerance
dosent affect
the geometri
in a negative
way.

Mould

Corner will
be filled

The thread inside the top part is also
called an “internal undercut”. This
is when some specific geometry is
needed inside the product. In this
situation, the thread is needed to
close off the hardware room, where
MCU, Batteries, Altimeter and the
hydrophone is located. An internal
undercut is not possible to create in
this situation. Therefore a secondary process is needed. The cut could
be created with a cutting process
like CNC drilling or turning. There
are also specific treading processes
that can provide thread as an internal undercut, but the process itself
is very similar to CNC turning.
Sharp corners inside the product
will not stay sharp after the rotational moulding process since the
plastic will generate a filled instead.
This doesn’t ruin any assembling
or details since it is only inside the
product. The outside of the product
will stay as it is meant to be.
The mould should contain a hatch
to enable the foam infill right after
the rotational moulding process.
This will give the manufacturer access to drill a small hole in the wall
of the product which is 5 mm ± 20%.
The wall thickness shouldn’t be
thicker since the foam inside is going to provide the strength.
In order to assemble the top part
with the lower part, 4 holes are created to implement screws. These
holes are created by the top mould
which contains the inverse geometry that’s needed to create the holes.
Thread in the holes is not needed
since it should be implemented on
the metal inserts that are going to
be implemented in the product as
shown underneath the construction.
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LOWER PART
The lower part has a lot of critical and narrow wall separations.
This can create problems in order to let the plastic flow freely
through the geometry. This is only a problem in this specific section cut. The same plastic can run through the sides of the product lower part and thereby cover the whole surface. But further
optimization would be needed in the future to ensure minimal
risk of failure. A solution could be by changing the wall thickness
or by implementing a kiss feature. This also provides an even
stronger structure.

The lower part should also contain the possibility to implement
plain bearings in order to let the cable reel rotate freely. This is
mainly going to be attached to the metal inserts to ensure the
right tolerances. Behind the position of the plain bearing, there
is going be a small wall to prevent the water to enter the plain
bearing. This wall is going to be 1 mm and can be a critical area of
this part since no pressure will be added. This could be fixed by
adding a bit to the product width.

Section cut X plain
Corner
gets filled

Hole to impliment plain
bearing

Narrow wall
separation,
might create a
problem

Mould

Wall
thickness
5 mm

Mould
insert to
create
holes.
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CONSTRUCTION
The construction as shown underneath is a very lightweight construction. It is mainly build up by a plastic shell which is foam
injected. To strengthen the critical areas of the product, metal
insert have been implemented. These are placed as shown in the
illustration. It is mainly to strengthen the handles and the assembling of the parts. The metal insert is going to be attached
to the moulds inside with removable joints. After the foam injection, these joints get removed and the metal inserts stay on
its position.

To get a visual volume distribution the product is built with a
bigger top than a bottom. This is done to give it a direction and a
feeling of how it is going to float in the water. The top is the part
with the biggest volume and just underneath is the position of
the cable reel. These two parts are dominating and could give unbalance in the weight distribution, which is something the team
has to take into consideration when optimizing for the human
interactions.

Foam
Metal inserts
Solid metal

Looking a bit more into the weight of the product. The top part
should be the buoyancy of the product. If we look a bit into the
calculations we found out that the weight of the top part exclusive batteries and hardware is 1.9 kg and the buoyancy force is
64 N (A51). This means that the product will pull upwards with
4.5 kg in salt water. This is enough force to make the cable reel
unload itself on its way up. Since the product doesn’t pull more
than this it doesn’t create any problem regarding the first creel
since the weight is around 14 kg.

The lower part of the product should react more like an equalizer for the rest of the product. This means that metal insert, cable
reel and the release mechanism should reach a weight of 2.6 kg.
Looking into the calculations, the weight of the lower part is 1.4
kg exclusive the cable reel, release mechanism and metal inserts.
The lower part has a buoyancy of 42 N.
The overall weight of the product will reach around 6.9 kg. With
such weight, it is safe to say that the product doesn’t violate the
rules of how much such a product is allowed to weight.
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CHOICE OF MATERIALS
DIVINYCELL H (A55) is a foam material which has very good mechanical properties and is made as a core material in sandwich
constructions. The material is widely used within the submarine
as a way to make it lighter and stronger. It has low water absorption, shock absorbent, low weight and excellent fatigue properties. Looking into this material provides even more knowledge
since the material comes in different types. The DIVINYCELL
H100 (A55) also delivers a compressive strength of 1.65-2 MPa.
This is more than enough to ensure that the product doesn’t collapse when getting exposed by the 14.87 atm.

PE is a plastic material which is widely used within the marine
environment, because of its very good mechanical and chemical properties and the possibility to get recycled. The material is
used to create bottles, pipelines, toys and food containers. This
material is cost-efficient and very popular within the rotational
moulding industry. HDPE is a stronger version of the material
and could be an excellent chose in our situation but this material
is not as resistant against shocks, blows and falls as the MDPE.
(HDPE-plast, plast.dk) MDPE has greater resistance against
stress cracking since it is more ductile. This property becomes
very important since the product properly is going to be exposed
to a lot of shocks, as an example being thrown.

Stainless steel is a good choice and very popular within the marine industry. It provides high strength and has a good resistance
against corrosion. But in some situations, it cants withstand the
high corrosive environment off-shore. Specific stainless steel alloys provide extra resistance. UNS S32760 is a duplex (a mixture
of austenite and ferrite) alloy stainless steel. It has excellent resistance to general corrosion in chloride-bearing environments.
Furthermore, it also provides good weldability.

Dyneema is an Ultra-High Molecular weight Polyethene (UHMWPE) rope and is well known as the worlds strongest fibre and its
strength to weight ratio. It has nearly the same density as water
(0.97g/cm3) which makes it float on top of the water. Dyneema is
widely used within the marine industry because of its exceptional properties. Dyneema is stronger than metal wire, it is flexible,
very low elongation and if it breaks, it breaks in a much more
controlled and safe way. A 4mm Dyneema rope has a tensile
strength that can resist a pulling force of 690 kg. Looking into the
worst scenario possible would be 150m with a creel attach every
10 meters. The weight of one creel is 14kg, which is 210 kg above
water. A 4mm Dyneema rope will be more than enough.

MATERIALS & PRODUCTION //

MARINE BIOFOULING
The group contacted Claus Erik Weinell from DTU Chemical engineering, who works with anti-fouling coatings. According to
his thoughts on the field; In order to reduce the biofouling, the
surface tension would need to be as lower as possible. By using
the MDPE plastic there should not be any problem if the product
will be used a whole year. But, in case the product needed to be

used longer without maintenance, there would be a need for considering the use of a coating on the product. In this case, there
will be a large variety of options.

// OUTCOME
In order to keep up the reliability, there is a need for
cleaning the product one per year. But in complex areas,
the option is to spray a nano coating on the component in
order to get a lower surface tension and therefore, reduce
risks.

6.2 PRODUCT REQUIREMENTS
Along the project there had been appeared different requirements to be considered for the product. These appeared from different
findings got in either interviews and continuous research on the topic. These requirements are divided mainly into two sections.
On the one hand, there are the requirements which come from the user and refer to the user needs which for the product to fulfill
depending on their importance. On the other hand, when entering into the development of the product, there had appeared new
requirements, mainly technical, which the product needs to fulfill to permit the product to perform as wanted based on the context
of use and usability.

TABLE OF REQUIREMENTS
Whishes
Reference

Importance (15)
3

No.

Reference

insights

1.

User

Ease of attachmemt

2.

User

Reliability

5

Observation

3.

User

Shape: don't roll around the boat

2

Observation

4.

User

Right size to be manipulated by individual user

1

Observation

5.

User

Avoid risk of misplacement

4

A39

6.

User

Interaction simplicity

3

A41, A42, A45, A46

A42

7.

User

Ease of system reload

3

A31

8.

User

Smaller that distance between hand and floor

1

Observation

9.

User

Able to be retrieved from different distances

2

Observation

Unit

Marginal value

Ideal value

insights

Kg

<11

-

A58

Meter

0<

<150

A38

1

Demands
No.

Reference

1.

Product

Unit weight (Fit to regulations)

Metric

2.

Product

Visibility

3.

Product

Battery life

Years

1/2

4.

Product

Release operational range

Meter

>150

A53

5.

Product

IP certificate (Electronic box)

Binary

IP69

IP69

Findings

6.

Product

Binary

Yes

Findings

Findings

7.

Product

Resisntant to seawater corrosion
Shock and vibration resistance

Binary

-

Yes

Findings

8.

Product

High preassure resistance (Electronic box)

Binary

-

Yes

Findings

9.

Product

Resistance to marine biofouling

Binary

-

Yes

Findings
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This section unfolds an exploration into the competition
for Seaus and an overview of the business plan that could
be implemented for the product. Furthermore, it will be
explained the considerations into the cost of the product
and the scalability of it for future sales opportunities.

// OUTCOME
Permitted the group to take considerations from the
competence products in order to find how to create more
value on the seaus product. Furthermore, permitted the
group to build up an overview of the business plan in
order to have an idea of could be the Seaus work from
the starting point and with a view on the future.
// NEXT
Take consideration on what would need to be re-think
to make the seaus product as valuable as possible for its
future development.
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7.1 COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
After the investigation in technology possibilities, we came across four competitors who all using acoustic releases. None of these
products is specifically designed for the scenario of fishing with a large number of creels on a single line. But instead, they can be
used for large single crab creels or other types of marine equipment. Like water quality monitoring. But because of the similarities to
our solution, we considered them as competitors. In general are their products meant to be bought at a high cost and meant to have
a lifetime above 3 years. This requires that the user is maintaining the product and keep them clean for biofouling. In terms of the
product price it only possible to find a price on the products from Desertstar company.
DESERTSTAR

Desertstar is a small company who has existed since 2011 which
develops ropeless fishing equipment for lobsters to prevent
whale entanglement. The white tube is the acoustic release product which is connected to the bag with a rope which is mounted on each creel. Their solution to retrieval from water is two
floating buoys with a line between them, where a small anchor
is needed, makes it possible to haul in from large boats. This
product could maybe fit the fishermen with a small capacity of

creels. But the purchase price of a single release unit is approx.
6500 DKK without the rope bag. The reloading process is a series
of complex tasks and needs to be done every single time, which
will not support a fisherman with a capacity of 800 creels. The
picture above shows one of the procedure to reload the product.

MOORING SYSTEMS

FIOMARINE

This product is designed for ocean analytic equipment and was
developed in the 1990s making this system the longest in production than any other product on the market (Mooringsystems,
2019). The ellipsoid buoy is molded in high strength urethane
and is compatible with the acoustic release module from Edgetech. The retrieval of this product, from a large fishing vessel,
might be a difficult task in restless water. In this case, there will
be a need for a boat hook.

This product from Fiomarine has a versatile design. It can be
programmed to release after a specific amount of time through
inferred cable. The releasing mechanism is a magnetic solution
which eliminates the risk of getting stuck over time. In the case
of retrieval, it could be similar to the product from Mooringssytems.

BUSINESS //

EDGETECH
Edgetech states them self as the leading provider of acoustic releases since 2012 (Edgetech, 2019), but have existed since 1995 as
a private company. This product has full transponder capability so by using the acoustic transceiver you will be able to know
the location. When it comes to retrieving this product it has the
smallest attachment possibilities in terms of a metal ring.
The product is released by a servomotor which rotates a threaded rod until it is disconnected and then it will pop-up to the surface. Edgetech has developed a semi-modular system with these
cylindric canisters. They have different variations which can be
applied to the pop-up product in order to meet different needs.
Such as longer battery life and depths.

In their product manual, they have a guide on how to load the
product. They warn you not to coil the line around the center
post due to it could get tangled during the release (Edgetech,
2019).

//OUTCOME
The use of acoustic release technology is approved and
within the space of approx. 540 cm2, there is enough
space for the hydrophone and a battery capacity life up
to 5 years.
Our findings from the “rope unfolding test” (A36) are
similar to the solution from Fiomarine. The competitor’s
products can probably help in a lost gear scenario. But
these products are designed for a single creel or anoth-

er marine object. In general, they are not facilitating the
user, when the reloading is needed. In order to achieve
two of our value vision goals, reliability, and sustainability, we have the option to consider a subscription-based
business model to keep up the maintenance of the product. Which also will differentiate us from the competitors
as a service instead of the comparison of the individual
product.
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7.2 BUSINESS PLAN
Bussines plan

Current stage

1

The previous line offers an overview of the business strategy that would be followed by Seaus, from the current state in which the
group it’s right now to the business plan for the next step to finish the development of the project and with a future vision of it. All
these stages are defined below:

BUSINESS STRATEGY OVERVIEW
The business plan has been set up considering the stage in which Seaus it’s currently and the future vision of it. At the first stage, the
team has considered the lean business approach. This approach has been taken as the direction to follow due to Seaus is a starting
company in the field and so, the resources to get into the market and for production wise are lower than an already established
company.
From this point, the group considers a model in which Seaus, when reaching the manufacturing stage would get fundings to go further
with the development of the product. The Velux foundation, which offers funds for products which have sustainable solutions for
the marine environments (veluxfoundations.dk) and the European Commission, which also offers funds for projects developing
sustainable solutions in the fishing industry (European maritime and fisheries fund (EMFF) Denmark).Furthermore, Seaus would
collaborate with a third party company which will provide with the needed resources for production and distribution of the Seaus
product which would be placed in their catalog of products. In that scenario, Seaus would be in charge of the final development of the
product and future improvements on it. Then, it will be as a B2B business.
The selling strategy could be driven by offering a rental subscription plan which would allow the customer to buy the service that
offers the Seaus product in addition to a maintenance plan for it. This strategy has been seen as an opportunity as it’s already been
used in companies providing fishing equipment for commercial fisheries. This strategy was taken into consideration as an opportunity
to increase reliability. The overview of the plan it’s illustrated in the following illustration:

Illustration. - Seaus initial business strategy

VELUX
fundation

European
Commission

THIRD PARTY

1

SEAUS

Production

Distribution

CUSTOMER

Maintenance
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Future vision

2

3
VELUX
fundation

VELUX
fundation

European
Commission

European
Commission
THIRD PARTY

SEAUS

Production

THIRD PARTY

Distribution

CUSTOMER

FUTURE VISION

SEAUS
Production
Distribution
CUSTOMER
Maintenance
The next vision of the business strategy it would be based on a model in which on the one hand, Seaus would have their own
headquarters with the required production resources for the product. And, on the other hand, the product would be distributed by
third-party companies which would buy the product directly from Seaus and would sell it to their customers. In that case, Seaus
Maintenance
would also be in charge of the periodic maintenance of the products.

THIRD PARTY

2

SEAUS
SEAUS

Production

Production

Distribution
THIRD PARTY

Distribution
Maintenance

CUSTOMER

CUSTOMER

Illustration. - Seaus vision business strategy

Maintenance

finally, the vision for the company when already established in the market would be based on following the previous model but
Seaus also being part of their distribution platform. This would be done in that way due to the team considers that by this point,
Seaus would be known by the customers and it would be feasible to get in contact directly with them.
THIRD PARTY

SEAUS
3

SEAUS

Production

Production

THIRD PARTY
Distribution

Distribution

CUSTOMER

CUSTOMER

Maintenance
Maintenance
Illustration. - Seaus final vision for business strategy plan
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7.3 BUSINESS MODEL

Key partners

Key activities

Value
Proposition

Hvalpsund net:

- Design development

- Manufacturing

- Prototyping & testing

- Software development

- Technical development

- Marketing & distribution

- Manufacturing

- Networking

- Software development

Innovative device for commerci
lobsters ﬁsheries which offers a
chance to retrieve lost or entang
from the seabed. Furthermore, r
extra expenses for ﬁshermen in
of these and prevents the risk of
litter and ghost ﬁshing from unr
lost ﬁshing gear using this ﬁshin
technique.

- Marketing & distribution
- Networking
- Second chance to retrieve lost
entangled creels.

- Reduction of added ﬁshermen
for new gear in case of lost of cre

Key resources

- Prevention of the risk of ghost
once the creels get lost.

- Ofﬁce space

- Prevention of risk of unreporte
underwater marine litter.

- Manufacturing & prototyping resources

- Innovative and ﬁtting the regu
solution for the commercial ﬁsh
industry.

- Material resources

- Simple interaction for ﬁsherm

- Design engineers

- Software engineers
- Marketing specialist
-Network

Cost Structure
- Production
- Distribution
- Human resources
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on

device for commercial crabs &
heries which offers a second
etrieve lost or entangled creels
abed. Furthermore, reduces the
nses for ﬁshermen in case of loss
d prevents the risk of marine
host ﬁshing from unreported
gear using this ﬁshing

Customer
Relationships

Customer
Segments

- Personal assistance in partnership
company (one to one)

European, American & Canadian
ﬁsheries associations

- Online partnership company webpage
support.

Large commercial crabs & lobsters
ﬁsheries companies

- Via phone call with partnership company

Autonomous commercial crabs & lobsters
ﬁshermen

- via partnership company mail
- Ofﬁcial product website

hance to retrieve lost or
creels.

n of added ﬁshermen expenses
ar in case of lost of creels.

n of the risk of ghost ﬁshing
eels get lost.

n of risk of unreported
r marine litter.

e and ﬁtting the regulations
r the commercial ﬁshing

teraction for ﬁshermen

Channels

- Partnership ﬁsic and online ﬁshing
equipment stores (Ex.Hvalupsund net)
- Governamental ﬁshing associations
- Regional ﬁshing associations
- Ofﬁcial product website
- Exhibitions for ﬁshing equipment

Revenue Streams
- Seasonal rental subscription
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CUSTOMER SEGMENTS

REVENUE STREAMS

The customer segments for the Seaus business it will be based
on a defined niche market, the commercial crabs & lobsters
fishermen working with the technique of the use of a long line
of creels. It has been found that they either can have their own
company, working as an autonomous or instead, work for a large
company in this sector. In that scenario the costumer would be
more focused into these large companies to protect their gear
and reduce risk of losing money. Therefore, also the fisheries associations would be a segment Seaus would consider as it could
create an opportunity to introduce the Seaus product as a new
regulation for the crabs & lobster fishing with creels technique.

In this section, the group has described the different sources
from where Seaus and the partnership company would get the
financial gain. This would come from two main sources:

VALUE PROPOSITION
Innovative device for commercial crabs & lobsters fisheries
which offers a second chance to retrieve lost or entangled creels
from the seabed. Furthermore, generates extra value for these
fisheries by reducing the extra expenses for fishermen in case of
loss and prevents the risk of marine litter and ghost fishing from
lost fishing gear using this fishing technique, which permits fisheries position themselves as sustainable companies to compete
into the market.

•

Second chance to retrieve lost or entangled creels.

•

Reduction of added fishermen expenses for new gear in case
of lost of creels.

•

Prevention of the risk of ghost fishing once the creels get
lost.

•

Prevention of risk of unreported underwater marine litter.

•

Innovative and fitting the regulations solution for the commercial fishing industry.

•

Facilitated interaction for the fisherman

CHANNELS
The channels section for the Seaus business plan would permit
the introduction and expansion of the product into the different
customer segments. These channels are planned as a starting
point marketing strategy for the Seaus to expand the business
but, these could variate along the iterative process adhering to
the lean approach used for the Seaus business strategy.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP
In this section are unfolded the different customer interactions
with Seaus and partnership through the sales and product life
cycle. Most of them are related to the maintenance of the product
and the ways to make this possible.

The seasonal rental subscription offers the user to rent the Seaus
products needed to use during the fishing season and maintenance service during this period. Furthermore, it offers the possibility of a replacement for a new Seaus device in case of needed
maintenance from any of the rented products.
The second revenue stream it's based on a direct sell of the Seaus
product to the customer but maintaining the maintenance service in case of needed.

KEY PARTNERS
This section refers to the external companies/suppliers/parties
the Seaus group needs to achieve our key activities and deliver
value to the customer. As it has been mentioned before, the first
stage of the business of Seaus would be based on a collaboration
with a partnership. This partnership could be Hvalpsund net, a
company working in the field of the development of commercial
fishing products. This company would have the needed resources which the Seaus would need to complete all the key activities.
These are mainly based on the manufacturing, software and
marketing resources.

KEY ACTIVITIES
This section shows the activities the team would need for the
development of the product. These activities are focused on different areas needed to work with for the product. Most of the development activities would be done by the group and the other
activities such as software development and marketing would be
developed by our partnership

KEY RESOURCES
The key resources are all the resources needed to perform the
key activities. Into these, also appear the different resources
needed by the partnership. As an example, for our product, the
team would need a software engineer to work into finding the
best software solution for our product. Also, a marketing specialist would be needed to introduce our product into the market as
well as the networking to reach more clients.

BUSINESS //

PRODUCT PRICE

PRODUCTION COST

Looking into the price and the cost of the product, the group has
considered an estimation of it due to at the stage on in which is
the product, there would be different things which would need to
be considered in the next stage of the development of the product which may affect this costs.

The group has considered the production of 2.000 units for a
starting point, which would fit for selling our product to an overall of 200 vessels fishing with creels in Norway.

When the group visited Hvalpsund net, got the feedback on that
the overall quantity of creels used for vessel fishing with creels
in Norway per vessel was 800 creels. Also, the group got information that for each creels setup, there were around 80 to 100
of creels and that the price for each creel is 955DKK, which can
last up to three years. Furthermore, after an interview with Rikke
Fransen (A05) the group got the insight on that the best solution
would be to place one in each end of the creels setup.
All these findings permitted the group to have an estimation of
10 setups per vessel fishing with creels in Norway. Which would
mean 20 of the Seaus products, two per setup. Moreover, from
previous findings, it was found that in Norway 10-30% of creels
get lost for each season. This means that as minimum fishermen
may lose around 80 creels, which means 75.000DKK. And, in the
worst scenario, they can lose up to 240 creels, which would be
230.000DK.
Best scenario for
fishermen

Worst scenario for
fishermen

% lost creels

10%

30%

Expenses

75.000DKK

230.000DKK

The vision Seaus was to make the most as possible profit for fishermen by using our product. For it the price of the product needed to be reasonable to make this possible and therefore, to have a
price reference for the product to develop.
So, the unit price for each product was set up on 9550DKK. This
price would be the higher price the product could be in order
to permit fishermen to gain profit even in the case they just lose
10% of their equipment in one season. At this point, Seaus considered a subscription plan for our product:

Seasonal subscription

+ Seasonal renovation
Includes

+ Maintenance coverage
+ Fast replacement

Price

3183* DKK/unit

* Prices of unit per seasonal subscription

From this, in order to define the cost of the product it has been
taken into consideration the price of the mold, the raw material
needed, the electronic components and extra components of the
products, which basically it's the Dyneema rope and the extra
ropes for the bottom handles. With all these considerations and
the required calculations (A52) there was estimated a unit production cost of 3600DKK. This would result in an investment of
7,1 million to produce 2.000 units.
Selling one product there would be a unit profit per sell of
5900DKK. But, this could variate on future adjustments of the
product price in further development. This profit would result
in a revenue of 19,1 million and a total profit of 11,9 million DKK.
Finally, the break-even point would be reached after selling 1190
product units. (A52).

7.3 SCALABILITY
The Seaus product has been developed focusing it into a specific
field and specific problem. Nonetheless, The group has also taken into consideration the possible scalability of the product for
other uses, permitting to expand the business possibilities of it
in the near future. That scalability could slightly variate the features of the product depending on the specific field of use and
the requirements for it.
The different fields that the group has considered to scale up the
seaus product sale in the near future are:

•

Tracking buoy (GPS integrated) for the fishing industry

•

Marking buoy in case of boat sink.

•

Recreational fishermen retrieval (Scaled down).

•

Retrieval of underwater marine litter

•

Oceanographic sensors recovery.

•

Prevent vandalism for fishermen's gear.

•

Rope-less fishing device (In permitted countries)
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Summary
This section will provide a conclusion on the project that
has been developed for the last five months and an overall
reflection upon it. Furthermore, there is a more detailed
reflection from the group upon different solutions that
would need to be reconsidered for further development
of the product.

8.0

SUMMARY //

8.1 CONCLUSION
The Seaus product has been developed from a starting point by setting up a strong foundation based on a wide research and multiple
findings from it. This has permitted the group to ease the decision making along the process. The project has been developed through
a collaborative design exploration which has included Interviews with professionals working in the field of interest, visits to the working context, continuous research on the field, learning from the findings, and iterative development.
At the early stage of the project the first findings provided evidence that even though there was an existing concern of the problem of
marine littering, there were not many actions to reduce it or to start to solve the sources of it. The reason for it was understood by the
group after observing that the responsibility of the problem was not clear by none of the stakeholders involved. This made the group
realize the difficulties to create a business case and therefore motivated the group to find a way to approach it.
After continuous findings and by using the Lean thinking approach of build, measure, learn, the group was able to approach the problem from another perspective and to dive into finding a solution of the causes instead of trying to solve the problem as symptomatic
treatment. At that point, the group ended up exploring the commercial fishing industry, specifically, the creel fishing method. Diving
into this field, the group reached a point in which was able to identify the problem and therefore to formulate the working problem
statement: "How can a physical product give the creels fishermen a second chance to return their gear, and prevent the risk of “ghost
fishing” and marine litter?"
From this statement and with further findings on the field the group was ready to set up the vision of the project. This vision has
consisted into involving the fishing industry into the United Nations future environmental goals regarding the marine environment
in the fishing industry and therefore, contribute taking action against marine litter. This vision permitted the group to achieve a goal
which solves either the cause and the problem in this field.
The result of it is "Seaus ess 1.0", a retrieval solution for lost gear in the fishing industry fishing with creels. For the product development process, it has also been used the build, measure, learn method. From initial ideas, through continuous findings, visits, and
insights from interviews with potential users. This has permitted the group to accomplish the team mission, to create a product to be
implemented in the current creels fishing method giving the fishermen a second chance to return their gear and therefore preventing
marine litter and ghost fishing.

8.2 REFLECTION
PROCESS
Looking back to the process it has been experienced that the research stage took a big amount of time to discover the core problem and
define it. One the one hand this helped the group to have a clear understanding of the frame of the problem to solve and was useful for
the next stages of the process to make decisions upon the concept of the product. But, on the other hand, reduced more than expected
the time for the development phase, which made the group need to move faster this phase. According to this and even considering
that the product has been developed trying to fulfill the desired solution, the group considers the seaus product on a stage of a minimum valuable product. In that way, the main focus has been to find the best solution to generate the most value for the user based on
their knowledge and the group's learning. Thereby the product would be more optimized for further development.
DATA COLLECTION
To find the right way to get relevant information from fishermen was a challenge for the team. As working in a field in which, them
were one of the cause of a problem, in some cases it was difficult for them to recognize or agree in the problem we were working with.
This made the group to reformulate the interviews into a direction in were we where working into a product to provide more benefit
to them. This also made the group to re-think the way to focus the overall project for a better business case.

IDEATION & CONCEPTUALIZATION
The group worked most of the time of the development phase into ideation on principles. There was a point on the project these principles needed to be implemented into more defined concepts. By this time there still was a need to validate these principles by testing
them and implement in the product to define a product architecture. This reduced the time for a wider exploration for the concepts.
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SUMMARY //

CONCEPT SELECTION
The group used a selection matrix to define the concepts to explore. The results determined that the "New buoy" concept was the one
which was fitting more the selection criteria. But, the group realized that even though the result, the "in-between" concept also offered
the possibility to implement the new buoy. This made the group to use the selection matrix method as a way to define the direction
to discard instead, the "Add-on creels". The group considers that the selection criteria at the end of the project had slightly changed
from the initial requirements.
PRODUCT

HANDLES
The handles of the product would need to be optimized by testing different sizes and shapes to improve the product interaction.
Furthermore, the stress that these would need to endure when in use would need to be simulated to optimize the right structure and
materials to use for it. Furthermore, the reload mechanism would also need to be optimized in order to ease the user interaction when
reloading the reel. This consideration comes from the group in order to achieve a better solution due to in the current solution, the
distance of the hand when holding the reload handle to the rotation axis it's too short, which limits a smoother reload. Furthermore,
the angle of the hand difficult this task. So that for further optimization, more distance from the axis to the hand and a more natural
hand position would ease this interaction.
RELEASE MECHANISM
The release mechanism would need to be optimized in order to avoid as much as possible complex geometric pieces which would have
a risk using the product in the marine environment were biofouling can affect during the time of use. furthermore, strength analysis
to ensure the right performance of it would be needed to optimize it even more.

PART CONNEXIONS
The connexions of different parts in the product would need to be further optimized in order to avoid biofouling between parts and
therefore, risk of possible failure after being in the marine environment. As an example the rotational part of the reel where there are
planar bearings should need be tested to see how it would react after a time in the context and how could that be cleaned afterwards.
Furthermore, a test of different materials for this parts might facilitate to find the right solution.

EASE OF RETRIEVAL
The group made a test of retrieval from water by using the unfolding arms to avoid propeller cut-off which succeed positively. But,
after getting new insights from a professional fishermen, this mechanism was eliminated from the product because of it's complexity
for the context of use of the product and because it wasn't solving the propeller cut-off for the sizes of boat the group was working
with. The current mechanism of retrieval uses the same principle as the one for the existing configurations. Nonetheless, the group
considers a further exploration into improve this into the product would be needed and therefore increase the value of the product.
For it, different configurations could be tested in a real context and then implemented on the final product in order to improve fishermen daily use.

WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION & USER INTERACTION
To permit a correct vertical buoyancy for the product, the weight was distributed along the different parts of it. But, after this consideration, the group realized that this would change the user interaction with the handles. In that situation, the group considered the
need for a further optimization of this weight and the handles distribution in order to distribute the weight in the best way to fit with
the position of the handles and so to ease the user interaction with the product.

SUMMARY //

LOCK / UNLOCK OF THE REEL
The reel would permit the product to reach the surface through a rope. But, after the product reaches the surface, the reel should stop
in order to tighten the rope from the creels to the product in the surface to reduce the risk of possible entanglement. The solution for
it has been considered by using the altimeter and using the needed software parameters to activate/deactivate the solenoid to stop
the reel. but, this should be optimized to permit fishermen to deactivate /activate it again when retrieving the creels from water into
the boat and deactivate it again to block it when not in use.

OPENING FOR MAINTENANCE
At the stage of the final product, and as being part of the business strategy, the need of maintenance of the product would require a
way to open and close the product for the replacement of recharged batteries or, in case of maintenance for electronic parts. For it the
group considers this part should be considered to permit just the company to open it by implementing security screws on it.

SOLENOID IMPLEMENTATION
In order to install the solenoid and its wire to the MCU it would require a hole to go through the middle part where is located the solenoid to the electronic box. This hole creates complexity for the production of this part which would need to be further developed in
order to make it more feasible for production and its implementation.

8. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
INFORMATION TAGS
The need of implementation of information tags of the vessels and the owner of the equipment would be one of the further development to be implemented on the product.

REMOTE ACOUSTIC RELEASE
A controller key which permitted the activation / deactivation of the solenoid to lock /unlock the reel would be a further development
to integrate with the product and not need to depend from external devices. Furthermore, this controller would permit to be able to
select which of the seaus product is wanted to be released.

TRACKING
To permit fishermen to locate their equipment in case of streams and movement of this. There would be a need to integrate it into
existing electronic box of the product and re-consider the scalability opportunities this would incorporate to the product.

PILOT TEST
Before the commercialization of the product, the product should be tested in order to validate the performance of it or to continue
developing improving features if there's a need for it. This could also be used as a way to spread product knowledge around potential
users in the fishery industry.
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The team of Seaus present a product design which prevents fishing equipment from getting lost within the lobster & crab fishing industry. This project has focused on the environment and is
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lobster fishery.
Around 30.000 lobster creels get lost every season, which corresponds to 10-30% of used creels in Norway.
The main causes of this are propeller cut-off and rope entanglement of the marking buoy. These can occur
because of bad weather, strong water streams or marine traffic.

equipment loss.
Rough seabed terrains are the most natural habitats for lobsters, these, include large stones, rocks or other elements
where lobsters can hide. These conditions in some cases might difficult for fishermen the retrieval of their fishing gear.
In case of a propeller cut-off or entanglement of the marking buoys could make the creels to get lost in depths up to 150
meters. This would generate marine litter and “ghost fishing”, therefore the fishing spot would become worse reducing
future fishermen catch in these spots.

release.
When fisherman returns to the fishing spot it can appear the possibility of experiencing the loss of the marking buoys
or a possible entanglement of these in the sea bottom. From Seaus, we want to give a second chance for fishermen to
retrieve these lost creels. This would be done by using an acoustic release transponder deck. This unit would permit
fishermen to deploy the desired ess1.0 which would be already attached on the creels setup. The next page offers a close
view of what would happen once the ess1.0 gets activated.

deploy.
The ess1.0 would be activated and deployed to reach the sea surface and, thereby would permit fishermen to retrieve
again their gear. This deployment would be done by using a cable reel which will be unlocked once the ess1.0 was activated. The product buoyancy would permit to reach the surface.

retrieval.
In Seaus we want to consider all possible scenarios. In the case of the ess1.0 has not been manually deployed and retrieved by fishermen, the product would do it automatically after a month. This procedure has been considered in case
of an emergency if the setup of creels has been forgotten or completely lost. Thereby the ess1.0 will be visible and will
permit its retrieval for everyone. Furthermore, contact information attached on the Seaus product will permit other fishermen or National fisheries agency to bring it back to its owner.

reload.

After the seaus ess1.0 has been deployed and retrieved from the water, it will be
able to be reused by reloading it. For it, the user would turn the product upside
down on the plane surface and tilt the side handle down.

A hole located in the middle
around the cable reel in orde
the release mechanism reac

e would permit to align and keep the rope tighten
er to store the 150 m of rope in its right position until
ches the hole.

Finally there would be a need to attach to the
ess1.0 the rope which connects to the creels and
the rope which connects to the marking buoy.
then the product would be ready for use.

ess

“YOUR ACE IN YOUR SLEEVE”

1.0

CIRCULAR
SEA-GREEN
ECONOMY
SUSTAINABILITY
//Seaus has a focus on helping the environment by reducing the non-utilized resources in the ocean and marine debris. It was
set as a requirement for the seaus ess1.0 to
be as sustainable as possible. 90% of the
materials are able to be recycled. In addition, seaus will provide a service team who
would take care of every product, so the
product would always be ready to use. If a
product is declared unusable, the functional parts will be disassembled and reused,
while the body will be cleaned and go into
new plastic pellets (MDPE).

MAINTENANCE
(SERVICE CENTER)

//Cleaning and replacing damaged components.

The vision of Seas would be that the service team is 80% of the full product and the
seaus ess1.0 is then only 20%, but it’s there
to facilitate the process. The team will be
at eye level with the fishermen and thereby these will provide seaus with insights to
become even better.

SEASONAL
SUBSCRIPTION
+ 2x SEAUS ESS1.0 PRODUCT
+ SEASONAL MAINTENANCE
+ FAST REPLACEMENT

FROM

6399

DKK/SEASON

MANUFACTURING
// Able to recycle the MDPE plastic.

HING
S
I
F

SEASO

N

GET THE ORDERED
PRODUCTS
//The products can picked-up
at the nearst service center.

SUBSCRIPTION

//Subscribe for the amount of products.

REUSE (SERVICE TEAM)
//The unsuitable product will be cleaned and disassembled
and return to the factory for reuse.

DECLARED UNUSABLE
//The product is too damaged to be fixed.
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1

Top part

1

MDPE

Divinycell foam inside

2

Cable reel (Sub Assembly)

1

-

-

3

Right arm

1

MDPE

Divinycell foam inside

4

Disc Solenoid

1

-

Standard

5

Rope hadles

2

PE

Standard

6

Solenoid front (Sub Assembly)

1

-

-

7

Lithium-ion battery (5000 mAh)

8

-

Standard

8

MCU (STM8L unit)

1

-

Standard

9

Hardware door

1

HDPE

-

10

O-ring 55mm

1

Rubber

Standard

11

Hydrophone

1

-

Standard

12

Left arm

1

MDPE

Divinycell foam inside

13

Release mechanisme (Sub Assembly)

1

Stainless steel

-

14

Handle

1

HDPE

-

15

M8x60mm pinion screw

4

Stainles steel

Standard

16

Left end (Reel)

1

Stainless steel

-

17

Plain bearing (20x10)

1

Stainless steel

Standard

18

Left mid (Reel)

1

Stainless steel

-

19

Reel

1

Stainless steel

-

20

Right mid (Reel)

1

Stainless steel

-

21

Main release part

1

Stainless steel

-

22

Flip release part

1

Stainless steel

-

23

Block release part

1

Stainless steel

-

24

Pinion screw (4x8)

2

Stainless steel

Standard

25

Hinge

1

Stainless steel

-

26

Bottom release part

1

Stainless steel

-

27

Bottom cup

1

HDPE

-

28

Spring

1

Stainless steel

Standard

29

Split part

1

Stainless steel

-
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Top cup

1

HDPE

-
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